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Abstract
Dynamic fault trees (DFTs) are a common extension of the fault tree model
used in reliability engineering. They increase expressiveness at the cost of a
more complex analysis using the underlying state space. To allow for a simpler
state space generation, the conversion of DFTs to generalized stochastic Petri
nets (GSPNs) has been proposed.
In this thesis, we present an extension to the DFT-GSPN-conversion. To reduce
the resulting state space, we add a mechanism that indicates when parts of the
GSPN are no longer relevant for the analysis similar to the principle of “Don’t
Cares” in fault tree analysis. We revise existing templates for the conversion to
include support for “Don’t Cares”. Furthermore, we prove the correctness of
our construction and show structural properties of the resulting GSPNs, e. g.
their boundedness. We implemented our approach in the Storm model checker
and conducted experiments on a set of example DFTs. Our experiments show
that the approach can greatly reduce the state space, leading to up to 11 times
shorter analysis times when compared to the original approach.
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1 Introduction
In the field of system reliability engineering, fault trees (FTs) are a commonly used method to
model the failure behavior of systems. They are part of many national and international standards
[13, 23] and their use is recommended in many sectors that require highly reliable systems, like the
field of medical devices and the aerospace, automotive and nuclear power industries [19, 31].
FT analysis is a top-down approach. The whole system is divided into sub-components up to a
basic level. The elements on this level are the basic events of the FT. Each of them possesses a
failure rate which describes the event’s failure probability. All basic events are connected logically
via gates which fail if a specific failing condition is fulfilled. In the most simple case, gates are
ANDs and ORs which work analog to binary gates, i. e. an AND fails if all its inputs (children)
have failed while the OR requires only one child to fail to fail itself.
While these simple FTs are extensively studied and therefore appealing to use, they lack in
expressiveness. Complex failure behavior that takes the order of failures into account is impossible
to model and spare parts, which are often present in real-life systems, are not part of the model.
Therefore, an extension of simple FTs was suggested in the form of dynamic fault trees (DFTs)
[15]. DFTs allow for the use of additional dynamic gates that can model behavior dependent on
the system’s failure history.
The extended expressiveness of DFTs, however, comes at the cost of more complex methods
necessary to analyze the fault tree. While for simple FTs, combinatorial solutions are sufficient,
for the automated analysis of DFTs, the underlying state space has to be generated to then
apply probabilistic model checking techniques. Furthermore, the extended expressiveness leads to
semantic ambiguities as the DFTs behavior may not be well-defined in all situations. Thus, the
semantics used to analyze the DFT is an intrinsic part of the state space generation.
While it is possible to directly generate the state space of a DFT [7, 14, 33], other methods
were proposed. These include the conversion of the DFT into an equivalent generalized stochastic
Petri net (GSPN) which is then used to obtain the state-space for model-checking purposes [11].
This method, however, still only allows for one semantic interpretation of the DFT. To deal with
this issue, in 2018, Junges et al. proposed a different approach to the DFT-GSPN-conversion
[25]: They define conversion templates for each gate type which can then be composed to form
the complete converted GSPN. The GSPN is parameterized in the transition priorities and the
occurrence of non-determinism. By changing the parameters, it is possible to model different
semantic interpretations of the DFT using one basic Petri net. This allows for a quick switch
between semantics to compare different possible interpretations of the same DFT.
As Junges et al. focused on the basic conversion method, their approach does not include any
optimizations with regards to the analysis of the converted GSPNs. In particular, the fact that the
GSPN’s structure is similar to the one of a DFT is not utilized.
In this thesis, we propose an extension of the DFT-GSPN-conversion that aims at improving
the translation with regards to the analysis of the resulting GSPNs by adapting the concept of
“Don’t Cares”. In a DFT, the failure of a gate can cause parts of the fault tree to become irrelevant
for the rest of the analysis. For example, the failure of one child of an OR gate causes the gate
itself to fail. Thus, a failure of any other of the gate’s children no longer has any influence on its
failure behavior; They are set to a state we call “Don’t Care” and can be ignored for the rest of
the analysis [33, 35].
We extend the conversion templates for DFT gates with a mechanism simulating the use of
“Don’t Care” in the DFT. Our approach reduces the size of the GSPN’s state space, resulting in
shorter analysis times, while still maintaining the advantages of the conversion like the ability to
adapt the GSPN for different DFT semantics.
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1.1 Structure of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, we provide the basic definition of DFTs and GSPNs we will be using throughout
this thesis. Furthermore, we give an idea of the concept of “Don’t Cares” for DFT analysis.
Chapter 3 considers related work. First, we give an overview of the history of analysis techniques
for DFTs. Furthermore, we give a more in-depth description of the GSPN conversion presented in
[25] which builds the foundation of the approach presented in this thesis.
Chapter 4 presents the conversion of DFTs to GSPNs. We present our versions of the GSPN
templates with the “Don’t Care” mechanism and explain how they work. Then we provide an
abstraction of the mechanism for arbitrary gates. Finally, we explain how elements of the templates
can be merged to reduce the size of the resulting GSPN.
In Chapter 5, we prove basic properties of the GSPNs resulting from the conversion. Furthermore,
we prove that using the “Don’t Care” construction in the GSPNs does not change the results of
the DFT analysis.
In Chapter 6, we explain how we implemented the translation in the probabilistic model checker
Storm [12]. Moreover, we discuss the results of an evaluation we conducted to compare the
performance of the GSPN analysis with and without the use of “Don’t Cares”.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives an outlook on future work.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Dynamic Fault Trees
In general, a Fault Tree (FT) is a directed acyclic graph where the nodes of the graph are given
types. These types are used to model the failure propagation of the fault tree.
Basic events. The FT nodes without outgoing edges, i. e. the nodes without children, are
defined to be the basic events (BEs) of the fault tree (Fig. 2.1a). They are modeling the parts of
the system that are able to fail with a certain failure rate. A BE’s failure rate is typically described
by a negative exponential distribution [25].
Static gates. All nodes besides the BEs are referred to as gates. They connect BEs and other
gates to model the interdependencies between parts of the system and how certain failures affect its
functionality. Each gate type has a specific failure condition which describes its failure propagation.
For example, an AND gate (Fig. 2.1c) fails if all of its children have failed, while an OR gate (Fig.
2.1b) requires at least one of its children to fail.
An entire FT fails if a uniquely defined, designated gate fails. We call this gate the top-level
element TLE.
Using basic events and static gates, we can define a first class of FTs:
Definition 1 (Static Fault Tree). A static fault tree (SFT) SF is a directed acyclic graph defined
by a tuple (V, σ, Tp , TLE) where
•
•
•
•

V is a set of nodes
σ : V → V ∗ is a mapping of a node to an ordered list of its children
Tp : V → {BE, AND, OR} is a mapping of a node to its type
TLE ∈ V is the top-level element

While SFTs are relatively easy to analyze [31], they lack the ability to express more complex
failure behavior accurately. In particular, SFTs do not consider the failure history. The order in
which nodes have failed is not considered, neither are direct dependencies between components of
the system. Furthermore, the presence of spare components cannot be modeled by SFTs.
To model these properties, we introduce dynamic fault trees (DFTs) as an extension of SFTs.
DFTs extend SFTs by dynamic gates which we divide into four general categories. For an in-depth
description of the gates’ failure conditions we refer to Section 4.1.
Priority gates. Priority gates extend AND and OR-gates with the ability to only fail if their
children fail in a specific order. For example, a Priority-AND (or PAND) fails only if its children
fail in order from left to right. As this introduces a failure order into the system, we also have to
define the priority gate’s behavior in case its children fail simultaneously. If the gate is supposed
to fail if its children fail simultaneously, we call the priority gate inclusive and denote it with e. g.
PAND≤ (Fig. 2.1d), otherwise we call it exclusive, denoted by PAND< . Correspondingly, there are
also Priority-OR gates which we refer to by POR≤ for the inclusive and POR< for the exclusive
variant (Fig. 2.1e) respectively.
Since we require a strict failure order of the children, a violation of this ordering causes the gate
to change its state permanently; It becomes fail-safe, meaning that the gate can no longer fail.
Restrictors. Restrictor gates restrict the possible failure orders. We focus on sequence enforcer
gates SEQ (Fig. 2.1f). A SEQ is a gate which does not have an internal state in itself, i. e. it cannot
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Figure 2.1: DFT node types

fail or become fail-safe. Instead, it forces its children to fail in a strict order from left to right. As
it cannot fail, a SEQ cannot be the TLE of a DFT.
A child of a SEQ cannot fail if its left neighbor has not failed before. This is different to the
PAND gate as the PAND does not prevent its children from failing out of sequence, but merely
prevents a propagation of the failure.
Typically, we require that the children of a SEQ are BEs since enforcing a sequence for gates
raises the complexity of the analysis significantly. In the case of a SEQ over gates, the BEs which
are allowed to fail are not directly deducible.
Dependencies. Dependency gates are used to model dependencies between components of the
system. The gates have a trigger element and at least one dependent element. The dependency
gate propagates the failure of the trigger to the dependent elements, i. e. if the trigger fails, the
dependent elements fail, too. If the failure propagation only takes place with a certain probability,
we call the gate a probabilistic dependency PDEP (Fig. 2.1g), otherwise a functional dependency
FDEP (Fig. 2.1h). While the FDEP can be seen as a special case of a PDEP with probability 1, the
more strict distinction between the two is useful for our application.
We typically require the dependent elements of the dependency to be BEs so that the deduction
of the failing elements is less complex. Like SEQs, dependencies cannot be the TLE of a DFT as
they lack a trackable failure state.
Spares. In reality, systems are often equipped with replacement parts which are only activated
if the original part fulfilling a purpose fails. In DFTs, these redundancies are modeled by spare
gates SPARE (Fig. 2.1i).
The functionality of a SPARE can be divided into two mechanisms: Claiming and activation.
Initially, the SPARE’s left-most child is claimed and activated, we call it the currently used child
(CUC). All other children remain passive. If the CUC fails, the SPARE attempts to claim the next
child to the right of the CUC. If claiming fails, e. g. if the component has already failed while it
was passive or has been claimed by a different SPARE, the SPARE tries to claim the next child.
Otherwise, if the claiming was successful, the element is made the new CUC, i. e. it is claimed and
activated. If the SPARE is not able to claim any child, it fails.
If a DFT element is active, it models an active part of the system. Since spare parts are initially
not used, they remain passive until they are needed to replace a part of the system that has
failed. While claiming only affects the SPARE and its children, activation introduces new aspects
to the DFT as a whole. First, the activation status has to be forwarded from the children of the
SPARE to their respective subtrees. Furthermore, since parts which are not currently used are often
supposed to be less likely to fail, the BEs have to be extended to include a passive and an active
failure rate which describe the probabilities of them failing while being passive or active respectively.
While additional gates are possible to further extend the expressiveness of DFTs, we restrict the
scope of this thesis to the ones described above. However, we present a method to lift our main
idea to arbitrary gates (cf. Sect. 4.1.2).
The formal definition of a DFT is similar to the definition of an SFT:
Definition 2 (Dynamic Fault Tree). A dynamic fault tree (DFT) F is a directed acyclic graph
defined by a tuple (V, σ, Tp , TLE) where
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Figure 2.2: Example for “Don’t Care” in a DFT
• V is a set of nodes,
• σ : V → V ∗ is a mapping of a node to an ordered list of its children,
• Tp : V → {BE, AND, OR, PAND≤ , PAND< , POR≤ , POR< , SPARE, PDEP, FDEP, SEQ, . . . } is
a mapping of a node to its type,
• TLE ∈ V, Tp (TLE) ∈
/ {PDEP, FDEP, SEQ} is the top-level element.
To denote that a node v ∈ V is part of a DFT F = (V, σ, Tp , TLE), we say v ∈ F. We also
denote the set of all nodes of type t by Ft . For a gate v ∈ F we denote the i-th child of v by vi , i.e.
vi = σ(v)[i].
In general, each element of a DFT is in one of three states: It is either operational, i. e. it has
not failed yet (but is still able to), failed or fail-safe. For analysis purposes, however, it is useful to
define an additional state: Don’t Care or dc for short.
An element is “dc” if a change of its state does not influence the state of the DFT as a whole
anymore. For the analysis, the element does not matter and therefore its exact state is unimportant.
In general, an element is set to “dc” if none of its parents are “operational” anymore.
Take for example the DFT depicted in Figure 2.2a. It consists of four BEs A, B, C, D, an AND
gate X, an OR Y and a PAND≤ Z as its TLE. Now assume that C fails. Figure 2.2b shows the
resulting situation. The failure propagates to the OR gate Y and it fails as at least one of its
children has failed.
To evaluate its fail state, the TLE Z is only dependent on Y and D. Y has already failed, hence
the concrete failures in the corresponding subtree are no longer relevant for the DFT’s fail state.
Thus, the subtree consisting of A, B and X does not have to be evaluated, it is set to “Don’t Care”
(depicted in grey). A failure of X does not influence the DFT anymore.

2.2 Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets
Petri nets are an often-used model for distributed systems. We formally define them as follows
(adapted from [29]):
Definition 3 (Petri Net). A Petri Net N is a directed, bipartite graph defined by the tuple
(P, T, I, O, m0 ) with
•
•
•
•

P the set of places,
T the set of transitions,
I, O : T → 2P mappings from each transition to its input- and output-places respectively,
m0 ∈ M the initial marking (M is the set of all markings).
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(a) before firing t1
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Figure 2.3: Petri net example
A Petri net consists of two types of nodes: Places p ∈ P and transitions t ∈ T . The edges of the
graph can only lead from places to transitions or vice versa. They are defined by the mappings I
and O. A place with an edge to a transition, i. e. p ∈ I(t) is called an input place of that transition,
a place with an edge from the transition, i. e. p ∈ O(t) an output place.
Places can contain tokens. We call a mapping m : P → N a marking of the Petri net where
m(p) denotes the number of tokens in a place p. If m(p) ≥ 1, the place p is marked. The set of all
markings is denoted by M and the initial marking of the net by m0 .
A transition t is enabled if all of its input places are marked in a marking m. It can fire, causing
a token to be removed from all input places and a token to be added to all output places. This
transforms m to a new marking m0 [29].
In figures, we visualize places by empty circles and transitions by boxes. A token is represented
by a dot.
An example for a Petri net is given in Figure 2.3. The net consists of three places pi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and one transition t1 . In the initial marking m0 , we have m0 (p3 ) = 0 and m0 (p1 ) = m0 (p2 ) = 1
(Fig. 2.3a). As the places containing tokens are the inputs of t1 , the transition is enabled.
Firing t1 then removes a token from both p1 and p2 and places a token in the output places p1
and p3 . We depict the resulting marking m0 of the Petri net in Figure 2.3b.
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(a) Initial marking of G1
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Figure 2.4: Example for a GSPN G1 , a conflict between two transitions and its resolution
A common extension to the classic definition of Petri nets with regards to stochastic and timed
behavior are Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs)[1, 18]. They allow a distinction of two
types of transitions: Immediate and timed transitions.
Immediate transitions model immediate behavior. As soon as they are enabled, they fire.
However, if two or more immediate transitions are simultaneously enabled, their firing order is
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ambiguous. Without further information, it is not clear in which order they are supposed to fire.
In many cases, firing one transition also disables other transitions as tokens from shared input
places are removed. We call such cases conflicts and the participating transitions conflicting.
Timed transitions model probabilistic, timed events. For each timed transition, there is an
exponential probability distribution characterized by a parameter λ. It describes how likely it is
that the transition fires at a certain point in time if it is enabled. Furthermore, a timed transition
can only fire if no immediate transition is simultaneously enabled.
As an example, the net G1 in Figure 2.4 has a timed transition t0 and two immediate transitions
t1 and t2 . Figure 2.4b depicts G1 after the firing of t0 . Note that t0 is not allowed to fire again
as there are currently immediate transitions enabled. The transitions t1 and t2 are conflicting.
Both are enabled due to the token in p1 . However, the firing of one transition removes the token,
disabling the other transition.
To resolve conflicts, we define a priority and a weight for each transition. The priorities describe
the order in which transitions that are enabled at the same time are supposed to fire. The transition
with the highest priority is allowed to fire first, we say that it is firable. We denote the priority as
a number prefaced by an “@” next to the transition.
In case there is still a conflict between two transitions as they have the same priority, the
ambiguity is resolved either non-deterministically or probabilistically. To decide which method
we use, we define a partition D of the immediate transitions. We non-deterministically choose
an element D ∈ D that contains at least one firable transition. If D contains exactly one firable
transition, it fires, otherwise we consider the weight of the firable transitions in D. The weight
describes the probability with which each of the transitions fires first. In figures, the weight is
indicated by a number prefaced by a “w” next to the transition. To improve readability in figures,
we often omit the weight if it is not significant.
For the example conflict in Figure 2.4b, we see that t1 has a higher priority than t2 . Therefore,
it is the only firable transition and its firing places a token in p2 (cf. Fig. 2.4c).
GSPNs also allow inhibitor arcs, another type of edge between places and transitions. We call
a place connected by an inhibitor arc to a transition an inhibition-place. If an inhibition-place
contains a token, the transition cannot fire. We use this inhibition mechanism to prevent transitions
from repeatedly firing. Inhibitor arcs are visualized by edges with an empty circle on one end.
Figure 2.5a depicts the net G1 after another firing of t0 . While t1 has a higher priority than t2 ,
it is inhibited by p2 as the place already contains a token. Therefore, the only firable transition is
t2 , which then fires and places a token in p3 (Fig. 2.5b).
We now formalize the definition of GSPNs. The definition is adapted from [25].
Definition 4 (Generalized Stochastic Petri Net). A Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) G
is a tuple (P, T, I, O, H, m0 , W, ΠDom, Π, D) with
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• P the set of places,
• T = Tt ∪ Ti the set of transitions where Tt is the set of timed transitions and Ti is the set of
immediate transitions,
• I, O, H : T → 2P mappings from each transition to its input-, output-, and inhibition-places
respectively,
• m0 ∈ M the initial marking (M is the set of all markings),
• W : T → R>0 the weight function,
• ΠDom the domain of the priorities,
• Π : T → ΠDom the priority function,
• D ∈ 2Ti a partition of the immediate transition. The partition is used for flexible treatment
of non-determinism.
Typically, we set ΠDom = N, i. e. the priorities are natural numbers. We also assume that for
t ∈ Tt , Π(t) = 0, i. e. we formalize the notion that priorities do not matter for timed transitions.
To separate the basic structure of the net from the mechanisms to resolve ambiguities, we often
write G = (N , W, ΠDom, Π, D) with N = (P, T, I, O, H, m0 ). For convenience, we write p ∈ G for
p ∈ P and likewise t ∈ G for t ∈ T if the context is clear.
We formalize the notions of enabled and fireable transitions and firing:
Definition 5 (Enabled and firable transitions, firing). The set enabled(m) of enabled transitions
in a marking m ∈ M of a GSPN G = (N , W, ΠDom, Π, D) is given by
enabled(m) = {t ∈ T | ∀p ∈ I(t) : m(p) ≥ 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ H(t) : m(p) < 1}.
The set firable(m) of firable transitions in m ∈ M is
firable(m) = {t ∈ enabled(m) | Π(t) =

max

Π(s)}.

s∈enabled(m)

Firing t ∈ firable(m) on m ∈ M changes m to a marking m0 = fire(m, t) ∈ M as follows:


/ I(t)
m(p) + 1 p ∈ O(t) ∧ p ∈
fire(m, t)(p) = m(p) − 1 p ∈ I(t) ∧ p ∈
/ O(t)


m(p)
otherwise
We can now define the probability, with which simultaneously firable transitions in the same
partition of the net fire.
Definition 6 (Firing Probability). Let m be a marking of G = (N , W, ΠDom, Π, D) and let
C = firable(m) ∩ D be the set of firable transitions in D ∈ D. Then for t ∈ C the probability of
firing is
W (t)
Pfire (t) = P
.
0
0
t ∈C W (t )
The firing probability is the weight of the transition t normalized by the sum of the weights of all
firable transitions in the same partition D.
The underlying state space of a GSPN is its reachability graph (RG). Each node of the RG
is a marking m ∈ M and there is a directed edge from the node representing m to each node
representing fire(m, t) with t ∈ firable(m).
If there exists at least one firable immediate transition in a marking m ∈ M , we call it a vanishing
marking, otherwise a tangible marking.
For analysis purposes, we define two properties for GSPNs. We call the Petri net k-bounded for
a k ∈ N if for all markings m which are reachable in the net’s RG for all places p ∈ P , m(p) ≤ k
holds, i. e. no firing sequence starting in the initial marking causes a place to contain more than k
tokens at once. Furthermore, a k-bounded GSPN contains a time-trap if there exists a reachable
circle in its RG which only consists of immediate transitions.
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3 Related Work
The analysis of Dynamic Fault Trees is a widely studied problem. First analysis methods focused
on the conversion of FTs with dynamic gates into equivalent Markov models [15, 16] which can
then be analyzed using probabilistic model checking methods.
Since the analysis via Markov models alone generates state spaces exponential in the number of
basic events in the FT, improvements using modular approaches were suggested. The FT is divided
into static and dynamic sub-trees where the static modules are then solved using efficient methods
like Binary Decision Diagrams. For the children of static gates, the results of each subtree are
computed independently and then combined [22, 26]. A derivation of this method was implemented
in the Galileo tool for DFT analysis [17].
Boudali et al. proposed an approach using a conversion of DFTs to I/O-IMCs, resulting in a
different semantics for DFTs [7]. The method was later implemented in the DFTCalc tool [4].
Yevkin described the elimination of irrelevant states in the generation of the DFT state space in
2015 [35]. This elimination occurs according to the relevance of an element failure; If the failure
does not change the analysis, the corresponding state is discarded. This resembles our concept of
”Don’t Cares”.
In 2018, Volk et al. presented improvements to the state space generation for DFTs [33]. These
improvements focused on reducing the state-space by exploiting structural information on the
fault tree and computing bounded approximations of the DFT analysis results. Furthermore, they
expanded on the notion of “Don’t Care” flags to reduce the state space even further.
Due to the complexity of early DFT analysis methods based on Markov models, alternative
methods were developed. Instead of Markov models, Montani et al. proposed the conversion of
DFTs to Dynamic Bayesian Networks [27]. A similar method was presented by Dugan and Boudali
[8].
A method to solve the DFT analysis problem purely algebraically was described by Amari et al.
[2]. Furthermore, several methods to analyze DFTs using Monte Carlo Simulation were proposed
[30, 9, 36].

3.1 Petri Net Methods
In the early 2000s, Bobbio et al. described the analysis of a different class of FTs, parametric
fault trees, via Petri nets using colored tokens. In contrast to later approaches, the method only
considered static gates [5, 6].
Cordetta-Raiteri presented a conversion of DFTs to GSPNs in 2005 to overcome issues with the
direct Markov-model-based analysis approaches. The Petri net resulting from the conversion can
then be analyzed using dedicated tools. As the underlying state space of a GSPN is also a Markov
model, the method poses as a different way to obtain a state space equivalent to the one obtained
by the Markov model methods [11].
In 2018, Junges et al. presented another method to convert DFTs to GSPNs [25]. The approach
focused on providing a GSPN conversion that is able to capture various DFT semantics using one
Petri net, unifying the different definitions. As this thesis describes an advancement to the method
in [25], we will outline it more in-depth.
The approach is compositional, i. e. for each element of the DFT, a GSPN template is defined
which models the internal logic of the element. The templates are then composed to yield the
complete GSPN model of the DFT. All templates have a set of interface places to manage
interactions between each other. We depict these places in blue. Furthermore, templates contain
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Figure 3.1: Basic idea of the compositional DFT to GSPN conversion by Junges et al. [25]
auxillary places, i. e. places that are only relevant for each template itself and do not have any arcs
to other templates, transitions and arcs.
A depiction of the idea is shown in Figure 3.1. The DFT is first divided into the different
components and for each element its interface places are defined. The result is a schematic
representation of the DFT (Fig. 3.1b). Then each element is converted separately to a GSPN
using the corresponding template. The templates are only connected via the interface places. This
creates a GSPN representing the DFT (Fig. 3.1c).
Each template representing a DFT element v has an interface place Failedv which indicates
whether the corresponding gate is operational. If the place contains a token, the gate has failed and
propagates its failure to its parents by enabling transitions of the corresponding templates. Tokens
are never removed from Failedv as elements can have multiple parents. They all need to know the
state of their children to evaluate their own state. To guarantee that the token is never removed,
all transitions with Failedv as input also have it as an output place. To prevent repeated firing
of transitions with Failedv as an output and not an input place, inhibitor arcs are used. Thereby,
placement of more than one token in the place is prevented.
If an element has been claimed by a SPARE, a token is placed in its Unavailv interface place
to indicate that it is no longer available for claiming because it has either already been claimed
by another SPARE or failed. Activation is managed via an interface place Activev where a token
indicates that the element is active.
The stochastic behavior of BEs is captured by timed transitions in the BE template. The active
and passive failure rates can directly be translated to the parameters of these transitions.
The different semantics for DFTs are represented by different assignments of the transition
priorities and the partitions of the GSPN, i. e. to change the semantics used to analyze the DFT, a
change of these variables is sufficient for the GSPN.
Note that the approach does not contain any optimizations regarding the complexity of the
analysis of the resulting GSPNs. In particular, the concept of a “Don’t Care” state is not present
in the transformation; elements can only be “operational”, “failed” or “fail-safe”.
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4 DFT-GSPN-Conversion
In this chapter, we describe the conversion of DFTs to equivalent GSPNs with a “Don’t Care”
mechanism. First we describe the templates that are the result of the conversion for certain
DFT element types. Then we explain a way to generalize the conversion given an arbitrary gate.
Afterwards we present a way to merge places of the templates to provide “Don’t Care” support
with fewer GSPN components.

4.1 Conversion Templates
The conversion from DFTs to GSPNs is based on a compositional approach where each DFT
element is transformed individually to a template. The templates are then connected via shared
interface places and transitions (cf. Section 3.1).
We define the sets of interface places IFP and interface transitions IFT for a DFT F = (V, σ, Tp , TLE)
as follows:
IFP = {Failedv , Unavailv , Activev | v ∈ F} ∪ {Disabledv , DepPropv | v ∈ FBE }
IFT = {dCv | v ∈ V, v 6= TLE}
The interface places are used to exchange information between the templates and can therefore
be accessed from outside the template. For a DFT element v, Failedv indicates whether v has
failed, Unavailv if the element is available for claiming by a SPARE and Activev if the element is
active. Additionally, BE templates contain Disabledv to indicate if they are unable to fail, e. g. as a
child of a restrictor gate, and DepPropv to communicate with dependencies.
Furthermore, each element besides the top-level element has a dCv transition which other gates,
specifically the element’s parents, can access to set the element to “Don’t Care”.
The templates are defined using priority variables π = {πv | v ∈ F}. These allow the priorities
to later be instantiated with concrete values according to the desired DFT semantics. We define
transition priorities in templates as functions over π, i. e. Π : T → N[π]. We require that the
priority of a transition in one template does not equal the priority of any transition in a different
template. Therefore, each template is assigned a priority range according to the desired DFT
semantics. For the templates we present, this range has to have at least length 3.
Furthermore, we define the priority πdC of transitions dCv for v ∈ F to be the smallest priority
in the whole GSPN, i. e. πdC < πv for v ∈ F. We do this to ensure that the propagation of “Don’t
Care” takes place after the failure propagation and does not interfere with it to lead to a correct
analysis.
Formalizing the notion of templates yields the following definition [25]:
Definition 7 (DFT-GSPN-Template). The GSPN T = (N , W, N[π], Π, D) is a template parameterized by π representing
a DFT node. The instantiation of T by c ∈ N|π| is T [c] = (N , W, N, Π0 , D)
(
Π(t)(π) t ∈ T \ IFT
where Π0 (t) =
.
πdC
t ∈ IFT
A GSPN that resulted from the conversion of a DFT F = (V, σ, Tp , TLE) is considered “failed”
if the place FailedTLE contains a token.
For the definition of the templates we assume all transitions to be in the same partition D ∈ D.
We now give a rundown of templates for some DFT element types. If not stated otherwise, the
templates are expanded versions of the ones presented in [25].
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We assume all gates to have n children. We only depict the graphical representation of the
templates and do not give a formal definition. As described in Section 3.1, interface places are
depicted as blue circles, furthermore we depict interface transitions t ∈ IFT as blue bars. Otherwise
we follow the notational conventions for GSPNs presented earlier.
For simplicity, we call transitions with Failedv as an output failing transitions and ones with
places FailSafev as an output fail-saving transitions.

DepPropv

@πdC
fail-active
λ
Activev

@πdC

Failedv

Disabledv

Activev

Unavailv
µ
fail-passive

(a) without DepProp

DontCarev

@πdC

fail-active
λ

dCv

dCv
@πdC

Failedv

Disabledv

Unavailv

DontCarev

µ
fail-passive

(b) with DepProp

Figure 4.1: Template for BE with “Don’t Care” mechanism
Basic events. Figure 4.1a depicts the conversion template of a BE. The two timed transitions
represent the active and passive failing of the element. The active and passive failure rates are
characterized by λ and µ respectively.
fail-active is only enabled if the BE is active, i. e. Activev contains a token. Similarly, a token in
Activev inhibits fail-passive from firing.
Unavailv contains a token if the BE cannot be claimed by a SPARE because it has already been
claimed or has failed. A token in Disabledv indicates that the BE is not able to fail, which is only
the case if it is a child of a SEQ (see below).
The auxiliary place DontCarev indicates the “Don’t Care” state of the BE. It prevents the failing
of the node if it contains a token by inhibiting the failing transitions. In each of the templates for
gates, a place is set as an input of the interface transition dCv if the gate is a parent of v. We call
these places propagation places. Only if the propagation places of all its parents are marked, dCv is
enabled and can place a token in DontCarev .
Due to the special nature of dependencies with regards to “Don’t Care”, BEs that are children of
dependency gates need a way to communicate to their parents that they have either failed or have
been set to “dc”. For that, we introduce an additional interface place DepPropv . Whenever Failedv
or DontCarev contains a token, one of the two transitions with that place as an output is enabled.
Its firing then places a token in DepPropv , indicating to the parent dependency gate that the BE is
now in either the “failed” or “dc” state. We depict the template extension in Figure 4.1b.
All transitions in the template are kept from firing repeatedly by inhibitor arcs.
Static gates. Figure 4.2a shows the conversion template for AND gates. The interface places
serve the same basic purpose as for the BE.
Recall that an AND gate fails if all of its children have failed. The immediate transition with
Failedv as an output place is the failing transition of the gate, i. e. its firing represents the failing
of the gate. The transition is only enabled if there is a token in each of the gate’s children’s
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...
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...

@πdC

@πdC

dCv1

Failedvn

@πdC
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Failedv1

Failedvn

(b) OR

(a) AND

Figure 4.2: Templates for static FT gates with “Don’t Care” mechanism

failed-places Failedv1 to Failedvn , accurately representing the gate’s failure behavior.
The dCv and DontCarev work in the same way as for the BE. A token in DontCarev means that
the gate is set to “dc”. To propagate the “dc” state to its children, we bring Failedv and DontCarev
together into the propagation place Propv .
Intuitively, a token in Propv tells the children of a gate that the gate is no longer dependent on
their information as it has reached a state other than “operational” that it cannot leave. Hence,
Propv is an input place of all dC transitions for the gate’s children. The children are set to “dc” if
Propv contains a token.
The basic functionality of the OR template (Figure 4.2b) is quite similar to the AND. There is,
however, a separate failing transition for each of the gate’s children, such that a token is placed in
Failedv if any one of the children has failed.
Therefore, all children of the OR are set to “dc” if the OR is set to “dc” itself or at least one of
the children has failed.

dCv
@πdC

DontCarev
@πdC

@πdC

@πdC

FailSafev

Failedv

Unavailv

Propv

@πv

@πdC
dCv1

@πv

@πdC
Failedv1

dCv2

...
Failedv2

@πv

...

@πdC
dCvn

Failedvn

Figure 4.3: Template for PAND≤ with “Don’t Care” mechanism
PAND. A PAND gate fails if all its children fail in order from left to right. An inclusive PAND≤
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gate allows the children to fail simultaneously, i. e. in the same time step, while for an exclusive
PAND< to fail its children have to fail strictly after one another.
In Figure 4.3 the template for PAND≤ is shown. Internally, the template has n − 1 transitions
with FailSafe as an output place. These fail-saving transitions represent the behavior of the gate if
a child fails before its direct left neighbor has failed: The gate becomes “fail-safe” as the failing
condition can no longer be fulfilled. Note that whenever a child fails while a node vj left of it has
not failed yet, either vj is its direct left sibling or there is another node that has already failed
with vj as its direct left sibling. Therefore, it suffices to only consider direct siblings to determine
if the gate is “fail-safe”.
The i-th fail-saving transition is inhibited by Failedvi and has Failedvi+1 as an input- and outputplace. If a token is placed in Failedvi+1 and there is no token in Failedvi , i. e. the right child fails
before the left one, the transition is enabled and the gate becomes “fail-safe”. If there is, however,
already a token in Failedvi , i. e. vi has already failed, the transition is inhibited by the place and is
therefore not enabled. Therefore, the fail-saving behavior is accurately translated.
Note that if children fail simultaneously, tokens need to be placed in both their Failed places
before the PAND≤ is evaluated. The transition priorities have to be set accordingly. Therefore, the
fail-saving transition is inhibited in these cases.
The failing transition of PAND≤ is enabled only if all children of the gate are “failed” and the gate
is not “fail-safe”, i. e. only if the children failed in the correct order or (partially) simultaneously,
representing the failing condition of the gate.
With regards to the “Don’t Care” mechanism, we have to consider “fail-safe” as an additional
state. Therefore, FailSafe is also connected to Propv , allowing the children to become “dc”.
dCv
@πdC

DontCarev
@πdC

@πdC

@πdC

Failedv

FailSafe

Unavailv

Propv

@πv

@πv

@πv -1
@πdC
dCv1

@πv -1

...

@πv -1
@πdC

Failedv1 delayer Delayed1
1

dCv2

...
Failedv2 delayer Delayed2
2

@πdC
dCvn

Failedvn

Figure 4.4: PAND< template with “Don’t Care” mechanism
The template we present for the exclusive PAND< (Fig. 4.4) differs from the template presented
in [25]. The change originates from the need for a dedicated place indicating the “fail-safe” state.
The template presented in [25] lacks such a place in favor of a smaller template. As we need the
place for the propagation of the “Don’t Care” state, we redesigned the conversion template.
Our template for PAND< closely resembles the one for the inclusive variant. However, if two
children fail at the same time, the gate is supposed to be “fail-safe”. Thus, we have to separate the
inhibition of the fail-saving transitions from the Failedvi places. To do this, for each of the first
n−1 children, we add an auxiliary place Delayedi which now inhibits the fail-saving transition and
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a transition delayeri with Delayedi as an output.
If a child fails in a time-step before its right sibling, a token is placed in Delayedi , inhibiting the
fail-saving transition for later time-steps. If, however, two children vi and vi+1 fail in the same
time-step, the PAND< gate is supposed to become “fail-safe”. In the template, a simultaneous
failure causes both a fail-saving transition and a delayeri to be enabled. We need the fail-saving
transition to fire first as it would otherwise be inhibited by Delayedi . Therefore, we equip all
delayeri transitions with a lower priority, causing them to only be firable after the simultaneously
enabled fail-saving transitions have fired.
As an example, take an PAND< gate v with three children vi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and assume that
v1 and v2 fail in the same time-step. Then delayer1 and the first fail-saving transition are both
enabled. Since, however, the fail-saving transition has a higher priority, only it is firable and the
gate rightly becomes fail-safe.
Furthermore, to capture the case that all children fail at the same time, the priority of the failing
transition has to be lower, too. This way, it is guaranteed that one of the fail-saving transitions
fires before the failing one and the gate is correctly evaluated.
The “Don’t Care” mechanism is identical to the inclusive variant.

dCv
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DontCarev
@πdC
Unavailv

@πdC

@πdC

Failedv

FailSafev
Propv
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@πdC
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...
Failedv2
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Figure 4.5: Template for POR≤ with “Don’t Care” mechanism
POR. Analog to the PAND, we also differentiate between the inclusive POR≤ and the exclusive
POR< .
An inclusive POR≤ fails if its left-most (first) child fails before or simultaneously with all other
children of the gate. Figure 4.5 depicts the conversion template for the gate type. There is one
failing transition connected to Failedv1 , the place indicating if the first child has failed. If Failedv1
contains a token and the gate is not fail-safe, the transition can fire and the gate fails.
Furthermore, there is one fail-saving transition for each of the other n−1 children, connected to
the corresponding Failed places. These transitions are inhibited by Failedv1 , meaning they cannot be
enabled if the first child has failed either before or during the same time-step as the other children.
Thus, the gate can only become fail-safe if the first child has not failed before or simultaneously
with any other child. This also means that the failing transition is only inhibited if that condition
holds. Therefore, the failing condition of the POR≤ is correctly translated to the GSPN.
Like the PAND< template, our POR< template (Fig. 4.6) differs from [25]. The template
suggested there lacks an indication for the “fail-safe” state. As we need the indication for the “dc”
propagation, we opted for a solution that includes a FailSafev place, but is significantly larger.
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Figure 4.6: Template for POR< with “Don’t Care” mechanism

Our POR< template is closely related to the inclusive variant. To prevent the failing of the gate
if its left-most child fails simultaneously with any other child, we extend Failedv1 with a delay
mechanism, i. e. a transition delayer and a delay place Delayed. delayer has a lower priority than
the other transitions. Therefore, in case both Failedv1 and a Failed place of another child of PAND<
contain a token, i. e. both delayer and the fail-saving transitions are enabled, only the fail-saving
transition is firable. Thus, Delayed cannot inhibit the fail-saving transition.
Similarly, for the case that all children fail simultaneously, the failing transition needs to have a
lower priority so that when both failing and fail-saving transitions are enabled, the gate becomes
“fail-safe”.
For PORs we also have to consider “fail-safe” as an additional state. Thus, similar to the PAND,
we connect FailSafe to Propv for the “dc” propagation.
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Figure 4.7: Template for the claiming mechanism of SPARE
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SPARE. As described earlier (cf. Sec. 2.1), the SPARE gate consists of two mechanisms, claiming
and activation. For claiming, we only consider early claiming. Under early claiming, the SPARE
directly claims a spare module if the original module has failed, regardless of the SPARE’s activation
state. Templates for other claiming types can be found in the extended version of [25] and can be
extended with “dc” support by the method described in Section 4.1.2.
We explain the claiming and activation mechanisms separately.
Claiming. Figure 4.7 depicts the template for the SPARE claiming mechanism. For each child i
of the gate, there are two auxiliary places Nexti and Claimedi . If Nexti contains a token, child vi is
the next component to be claimed. We initially mark Next1 to indicate that the first child is the
one to initially claim. A token in Claimedi indicates that vi is currently claimed by SPARE.
The initial token moves through the Next places (and Claimed places, if a component is claimed),
eventually ending up in Failedv if no component can be claimed anymore. Unavailvi indicates
whether a component is still available for claiming or not. A token in it means one of two events
occurred: Either the component has already failed or is claimed by another SPARE. In either case,
the component cannot be claimed. The unavailable transition is enabled and its firing moves the
token from Nexti to Nexti+1 , indicating that vi+1 is the next child to be considered for claiming.
If, however, vi is available for claiming, the transition claim for that child is not inhibited by
Unavailvi and can fire, placing a token in both Claimedi , indicating that the i-th child is claimed,
and Unavailvi to indicate to other DFT nodes that the component is no longer available.
If a claimed child vi fails, the corresponding child-fail transition is enabled and fires to remove
the token from Claimedi and move it to Nexti+1 . Thus, vi+1 is then considered for claiming.
The SPARE template has a dedicated Failedv place and therefore, we can adapt the same “Don’t
Care” mechanism used for the other gates. The Propv place contains a token if the gate has either
failed or has been set to “dc”. If that is the case, the dCvi transitions are enabled with regards to
the SPARE and the children can be set to “dc” as the SPARE is no longer dependent on their state.
Besides the “dc” mechanism, the template only differs from the one presented in [25] in the
inhibitor arcs between Failedv and unavailable and child-fail respectively. These arcs prevent the
placement of two tokens in Failedv in certain situations when Failedv and DontCarev are merged.
The issue is discussed further in Section 4.2.

Activev
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@πv

Activev
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Claimed1
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@πv
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Claimedn
@πv
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Activev1

Activevn

(a) Gates

Activev1

Activevn

(b) SPARE

Figure 4.8: Templates for node activation
Activation. If a component is claimed by a SPARE, all nodes in the corresponding subtree are
activated, i. e. the BEs in the subtree are then supposed to fail with their active rather than
their passive failure rate. The activation mechanism in form of a GSPN is depicted in Figure
4.8a. To propagate the activation from the SPARE to the BEs, all gates v in the spare module
are equipped with an Activev place. Furthermore, there is one additional transition for each child
vi that propagates the activation in a downwards manner. To prevent repeated activation, the
transition is inhibited by Activevi .
The activation mechanism for SPARE (Fig. 4.8b) additionally has Claimedi as an input for the
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activation transition for child vi . Thus, the child is only activated if it is claimed and the SPARE is
active. The activation mechanisms guarantee that a token is placed in all Active places of BEs in
claimed components, correctly representing activation in DFTs.
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Figure 4.9: Template for PDEPp with propagation probability p
PDEP. Figure 4.9 depicts the template for the probabilistic dependency DFT element PDEPp .
As a dependency gate, PDEPp itself does not have a fail state, but rather propagates the failure
of its trigger element v1 to its other children, the dependent elements v2 to vn with a probability
of 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Remember that by our convention, we require all children other than the trigger
element to be BEs.
Note that we omit Failedv and Unavailv in the template since they are not relevant for PDEPp .
The template contains three auxiliary places and three transitions to simulate the probabilistic
failure propagation. Initially, Coin contains a token. In case the trigger element fails, a token is
placed in Failedv1 , causing the transition with Flip as an output to fire. The token from Coin is
removed and placed in Flip. This causes the incident transitions win and lose to be enabled. Since
both have a priority of πv +1, they are the only transitions that are simultaneously fireable. We
require the transitions to be in the same partition of the GSPN, so we use the transition weight to
resolve the conflict.
Thus, by the formula given in Definition 6,
Pfire (win) =
and
Pfire (lose) =

W (win)
p
=
=p
W (win) + W (lose)
p + (1−p)

W (lose)
1−p
=
= 1−p.
W (win) + W (lose)
p + (1−p)

With probability 1−p lose simply consumes the token in Flip indicating that the dependent events
do not fail, while with probability p win fires and a token is placed in Forward, representing the
propagation of the failure.
If a token is placed in Forward, the transitions incident to the dependent elements can fire and
place tokens in the same places the failing transitions of the BE do.
Due to the nature of dependencies, the “Don’t Care” mechanism differs from the one for other
gates. A PDEPp is set to “dc” if all its dependent elements have either failed or are set to “dc”.
Thus, in case one of these events occurs, the trigger element is no longer important as its state does
not change the DFT state with regards to the dependency. For the “dc” propagation, the DepProp
places of the BEs come into play. They are inputs of dCv , i. e. if all these places contain a token,
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the transition can fire and place a token in DontCarev . From there, the “dc” state is forwarded to
the trigger element.

Failedv1

@πdC DontCare
v
@πdC
dCv1

dCv

...

@πv

@πv

...
Unavailv2 Failedv2 Disabledv2 DepPropv2

Unavailvn Failedvn DisabledvnDepPropvn

Figure 4.10: Template for FDEP
FDEP. A functional dependency FDEP is a PDEP1 , i. e. the failure of the trigger element v1 is
always (with probability 1) forwarded to the dependent elements v2 to vn . While it is possible
to simply use the PDEPp template with p = 1 to model FDEP as a GSPN, a template with fewer
auxiliary elements can be used. We depict this template in Figure 4.10.
Since no probabilistic choice is needed, we directly set Failedv1 as the input of the transitions
incident to the dependent elements. These transitions function the same as for the PDEPp . They
simulate a failure of the BE by placing a token in Failedvi , Unavailvi and Disabledvi . Like PDEPs,
FDEPs are set to “dc” if their dependent events have all entered a state other than “operational”.
Thus, we reuse the mechanism used in the PDEP template to propagate the “dc” state to the
trigger element.
Note that we also do not need places Failedv and Unavailv as the FDEP gate does not have an
internal state, so we omit the places in the template description.
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Nextn
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@πv
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Failedvn-1
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Figure 4.11: Template for SEQ
SEQ. Sequence enforcer gates SEQ are a type of restrictor gate, i. e. they restrict the order in
which their children can fail. A SEQ forces the children to fail from left to right; An element cannot
fail if any element left of it has not failed yet.
Therefore, at any point of time there is exactly one child of the SEQ that is allowed to fail, the
current child. We call the child to its right the next child.
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Remember that we conventionally require the children of a SEQ to be BEs. We use the additional
interface place Disabled in the BE template to model the SEQ in a GSPN. We initialize Disabledvi
with an amount of tokens equal to the number of SEQs the BE vi is a child of.
Figure 4.11 depicts the template for the SEQ. For each child vi , the template contains a place
Nexti and a transition. A token in Nexti indicates that vi is the next child. The i-th transition
takes Disabledvi and Nexti as input, additionally Failedvi−1 is an input for i ≥ 2. The firing of the
transition places a token in Nextvi+1 , indicating that vi becomes the new current child as vi−1 has
failed and vi+1 takes its place as the next child.
Initially, only Next1 contains a token, indicating that v1 is the next child. When the transition
fires, a token is placed in Next2 , removing a token from Disabledv1 in the process. If no other SEQs
restrict the failure of v1 , it is now enabled and can fail.
Only when v1 fails, a token is placed in Failedv1 , enabling the transition for v2 which can then
enable the failure of v2 .
A SEQ also restricts the “Don’t Care” propagation. As the children may be located in mostly
independent subtrees, its other parents may allow a child to be set to “dc”. However, the concrete
state of the child is still important for the SEQ. It is needed to determine if the other children are
allowed to fail.
Therefore, the template contains a simple mechanism to prevent the propagation of “dc” to
the SEQ’s children. The DontCarev place of the gate is connected as an input to all dCvi of the
children. However, the place is supposed to never contain a token, effectively making it a block for
the dCvi transitions.
For the TLE of the DFT, the conversion with the “dC” mechanism poses a problem. Since its
failure is important for the analysis, it should never become “dc”. This is especially critical since
the TLE is often an element without parents. Therefore, its dC would be initially enabled, wrongly
setting a large part of the tree to “Don’t Care”.
To solve this problem, we remove the dC transition for the TLE, preventing the placement of a
token in its DontCare place.

4.1.1 Initialization of the GSPN
The GSPN resulting from the conversion of a DFT is initialized with tokens according to the
following rules:
• All places marked in the template descriptions are marked in the GSPN accordingly, i. e.
places Next1 of SPAREs and SEQs and Coin of PDEPs initially contain one token.
• Disabledv for BEs is initialized with a number of tokens equal to the number of SEQs that
are a parent of the respective BE.
• Places Activev initially contain a token if the corresponding DFT element v is not part of a
spare module, i. e. all Active places of children of SPAREs and the children in their subtrees
are not initialized with a token.
Intuitively, the initialization of the Active places can be viewed as placing a token in the Activev
place of the element of the DFT without parents and propagating it using the activation mechanism.
The marking resulting from these rules is the initial marking of the GSPN.

4.1.2 Don’t Care for Arbitrary Gates
As seen in the individual templates, the “Don’t Care” mechanisms for many gates are very similar.
Take for example the OR, PAND and SPARE gates. Conceptually, they all evaluate whether their
internal state allows their children to be set to “dc”. Specifically, if the gate’s state changes
from “operational” to “failed”,“fail-safe” or “dc”, the gate does not need the status of its children
anymore.
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Figure 4.12: “Don’t Care” mechanism construction for arbitrary gates

Therefore, the templates for all these gates contain a propagation place Propv where a token
is placed if the gate’s state has changed from “operational”. From there, the “dc” state can
be propagated to the children. Due to the similarities between the “Don’t Care” propagation
mechanisms, we can lift the mechanism to arbitrary gates which have an internal state.
The template for arbitrary DFT gates is depicted in Figure 4.12. The gate takes its children as
input and evaluates their fail-state to determine its own state in the gateLogic part of the template.
Therefore, the Failedvi places are connected to the part of the GSPN representing the gate logic.
This gate logic has to be correctly converted to a GSPN that places tokens in Failedv and FailSafev
if the respective failing or fail-saving condition for the gate type is fulfilled.
The gate itself can also be in the “Don’t Care” state, hence we need a DontCarev place and a
dCv interface transition to trigger the state in the GSPN. To determine if the gate has switched to
a state other than “operational” and we need to propagate its change, we connect Failedv , FailSafev
and DontCarev to Propv .
Propv is an input place for all dCvi transitions of the gate’s children. Thus, a token in Propv
enables the transitions with regards to the gate.
It is important to note that this construction only suffices for gates with a trackable internal
state. Gates like dependencies and restrictors often lack such a state as seen with the PDEPs and
SEQs. For these gate types, the conditions under which their children can be set to “dc” have to
be evaluated separately and the GSPN conversion has to be designed accordingly. In some cases,
like the SEQ, it may also be necessary to restrict the propagation of “dc” to not interfere with the
rest of the DFT.

4.2 Merging of Don’t Care and Failed Places
As “Don’t Care” describes a state in which the concrete state of the gate is no longer significant for
the analysis of the DFT, it is conceptually possible to simply set gates which are “dc” to “failed”
instead if the distinction between “dc” and “failed” is not required. We refer to gates as being
“failed/dc” when we do not distinct between the two states.
This merging of the states simplifies the conversion templates for the GSPN analysis significantly.
Fewer auxiliary places and transitions are needed as we no longer need a separate DontCare place
and, for gates which cannot become fail-safe, a propagation place. Depending on the method of
state space generation, this can result in a smaller overall state space since the overall number of
valid reachable markings in the converted GSPN is smaller compared to the unmerged variant.
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Figure 4.13: “Don’t Care” mechanism with merged DontCare and Failed place

Figure 4.13a depicts the canonical merging of DontCare and Failed into one place Failed for a
gate v which can become “fail-safe”. For these gates, we still need the propagation place Propv to
communicate the change of the gate’s state to its children as both “failed/dc” and “fail-safe” are
possible states that may trigger the “dc” propagation.
For gate types that cannot become fail-safe like AND, OR and SPARE, the merging of DontCare
and Failed eliminates even more GSPN components (cf. Fig. 4.13b). The propagation place
is superfluous since the gate v can only be “operational” or “failed/dc”, which is directly indicated by a token in Failedv . Thus, we set Failedv to be an input place of all children’s dC transitions.
For gates that do not track an internal state like PDEP, FDEP and SEQ, the Failed place is
unused if DontCare and Failed are not merged. For reasons of consistency, we simply replace
DontCare by Failed in these templates if the places are merged. While the Failed place normally
indicates the failure of the corresponding gate, its role here can be justified as being an indicator
of the gate’s “failed/dc” state.

fail-active
λ
Activev

dCv
@πdC

Failedv

Disabledv

Unavailv
µ
fail-passive

Figure 4.14: Template for BE with merged Failed and DontCare places
Finally, the merging for BEs works similar as for gates. The DontCarev place is removed and
dCv has Failedv as an output instead. For BEs which are children of dependencies, we can also
remove DepPropv . The dC transition of the dependency is then connected to Failedv instead of
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DepPropv as it already is the necessary indicator for the BE’s state change. The resulting template
is depicted in Figure 4.14.
As described earlier, the template for a SPARE v was adjusted in comparison to [25] to ensure
the boundedness of the Failed place for SPAREs if merging is used. The issue is presented in the
following:
Let v be a SPARE with children vi , i ∈ {1, . . . , |σ(v)|} which are not shared with any other gate.
Consider the case that v is set to “dc”, i. e. a token is placed in Failedv . Then via the propagation
mechanism, a token is placed in each place Failedvi .
Therefore, the claiming mechanism of v works as if the vi had failed, i. e. the token indicating
the currently claimed child is moved. Without the inhibitor arcs, the token would eventually be
placed in Failedv which would then contain two tokens. To ensure that Failedv is bounded to one
token, inhibitor arcs are inserted between Failedv and the n-th unavailable and child-fail transitions.
Note that in the described situation these arcs prevent a token from being removed once it is
placed in Nextn or Claimedn respectively. The places therefore no longer accurately indicate the
state of claiming.
cleanNext
@πv

cleanClaimed
@πv
dCv
@πdC

unavailable
@πv

Nextn

...

Failedv

Unavailvn
@πv

claim

@πv

...
Claimedn

child-fail

Unavailv

...
@πdC
Failedvn

dCvn

Figure 4.15: Extract of a SPARE template with merged places and cleanup mechanism
To resolve this issue if one wants to use the places as an indicator, an additional cleanup
mechanism can be implemented. The mechanism is depicted in Figure 4.15. It consists of two
transitions cleanNext and cleanClaimed which have Failedv and either Nextn or Claimedn as input
and only Failedv as an output place. Then, if both Failedv and one of the places contain a token,
one of the transitions cleanNext and cleanClaimed is enabled. It can fire, removing the stuck token
in Nextn or Claimedn respectively.
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5 Properties of Converted GSPNs
In this chapter, we provide proofs for properties of the converted GSPNs. Furthermore, we proof
the correctness of the “Don’t Care” construction, i. e. we show that the construction does not
change the result of the GSPN with regards to the analysis of DFTs.
We denote the GSPN resulting from the conversion of a DFT F as TF and write templ t (v) for
the template of DFT node v of type t. If the method of merging Failed and DontCare places is
used, we denote a template by mtempl t (v) and the entire resulting GSPN by TFM .
Some proofs are adapted from [25] and adjusted to the changed templates.

5.1 Basic Properties
In this section, we show some basic properties of the GSPNs resulting from our method of converting
DFTs. In particular, we show a bound for the size of the GSPN, the number of firings of each
transition and the boundedness of places in the GSPN.
template
templ BE (v)
templ AND (v)
templ OR (v)
templ PAND≤ (v)
templ PAND< (v)
templ POR≤ (v)
templ POR< (v)
templ SPARE (v)
templ PDEP (v)
templ FDEP (v)
templ SEQ (v)
activation

#auxiliary places
1
2
2
3
n+2
2
3
2n+1
4
1
n+1
0

#immediate transitions
2
3
n+2
n+3
2n+2
n+3
n+4
3n+2
n+2
n−1
n
n

Table 5.1: Number of auxiliary places and immediate transitions in the templates (n = number of
children)
In Table 5.1, we present the number of auxiliary places and immediate transitions for each
template type. If necessary, the number is given as a function of the number of children n. Using
these numbers, we can determine bounds for the number of GSPN components that are generated
when converting a DFT.
Theorem 1 (Size of TF ). For a DFT F, the corresponding GSPN TF has at most (2 · σmax + 6) · |V |
places, (4 · σmax + 3) · |V | immediate and 2 · |FBE | timed transitions where σmax = maxv∈F |σ(v)| is
the maximal number of a single gate’s children.
Proof.
• Number of timed transitions: There are 2 timed transitions in templ BE (v) and no other
template contains timed transitions. Thus, for TF we get |Tt | = 2 · |FBE |.
• Number of places: The number of interface places is bounded by |IFP | ≤ 5·|V | as we have three
different interface places for each DFT element (Failed, Unavail, Active) and two additional
ones for each BE (Disabled, DepProp).
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As presented in Table 5.1, the highest number of auxiliary places occurs in templ SPARE (v)
with 2n+1. As n ≤ σmax , there are at most (2 · σmax + 1) · |V | auxiliary places in TF .
Together, for the number of places |P |, we get:
|P | = |IFP | + |P \ IFP | ≤ 5 · |V | + (2 · σmax + 1) · |V | = (2 · σmax + 6) · |V |
• Number of immediate transitions: For the number of interface transitions |IFT | ≤ |V | holds
as for each DFT element v we have one interface transition (dCv ).
The templ SPARE (v) contains the largest amount of immediate transitions with 3n+2 (cf.
Table 5.1). Furthermore, each template can contain at most n immediate transitions for
the activation mechanism (cf. Table 5.1). The number of children n is bounded by σmax .
Thus, the number of immediate transitions that are not interface transitions is bounded by
|Ti \ IFT | ≤ (4 · σmax +2) · |V |.
Therefore, the number of immediate transitions |Ti | in TF is bounded by:
|Ti | = |IFT | + |Ti \ IFT | ≤ |V | + (4 · σmax + 2) · |V | = (4 · σmax + 3) · |V |

The following theorem formalizes the notion that for many places in the GSPN once they are
marked, they stay marked in all subsequent markings. This is especially important for the places
Failedv , FailSafev and DontCarev that symbolize the change of a gates state from “operational” to
a different state. This captures the notion that the gate’s state can only change once.
Theorem 2. Let m be a marking of TF and
p ∈ {Failedv , Activev , Unavailv , DontCarev | v ∈ F}
∪ {Propv | v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ∪ FBE )}
∪ {FailSafev | v ∈ FPAND≤ ∪ FPAND< ∪ FPOR≤ ∪ FPOR< }
∪ {DepPropv | v ∈ FBE }
with m(p) ≥ 1. Then for all t ∈ T , fire(m, t)(p) ≥ 1.
Proof. Let P 0 be the set of all places where for all t ∈ T and p ∈ P 0 it holds p ∈ I(t) ⇒ p ∈ O(t),
i. e. every token removed from p is immediately put back by the same transition.
Consider P 0 for all templates. Let P be the set of all places in the template.
• For templ BE (v) with and without DepProp, templ AND (v), templ OR (v), templ PAND≤ (v),
templ PAND< (v), templ POR≤ (v), templ POR< (v), templ FDEP (v) and the activation templates,
P 0 = P holds.
S
• In templ SPARE (v), it holds P 0 = P \ 1≤i≤n {Nexti , Claimedi }.
• In templ PDEP (v), we get P 0S= P \ {Coin, Flip}.
S
• For templ SEQ (v), P 0 = P \ 1≤i≤n {Nexti } ∪ 1≤i≤n {Disabledvi } holds.
As these are all the cases for possible templates, we get that
P 0 ⊇ {Failedv , Activev , Unavailv , DontCarev , Propv | v ∈ F}
∪ {FailSafev | v ∈ FPAND≤ ∪ FPAND< ∪ FPOR≤ ∪ FPOR< }
∪ {DepPropv | v ∈ FBE }
for all gates. Thus, in every marking where one of the places contains at least one token, the token
is never removed.
We now show that at every point in time, there is at most one token in the places Nexti and
Claimedi of templ SPARE (v). We will later use this statement to prove the boundedness of the GSPN.
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Lemma
Pn 1 (Place Boundedness for SPARE). For each v ∈ FSPARE , in every marking m, it holds
that i=1 (m(Nexti ) + m(Claimedi )) ≤ 1 with Nexti , Claimedi ∈ templ SPARE (v), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. Let v ∈ FSPARE . We prove the statement via induction over the number n of children of v,
i. e. n = |σ(v)|.
Base Case: Let n = 1. Note that as Next1 ∈
/ O(t) for any transition t ∈ T , once the token is
removed in a marking m, we have that m0 (Next1 ) = 0 holds for all following markings m0 .
In the P
initial marking m0 , m0 (Next1 ) = 1 and m0 (Claimed1 ) = 0 hold.
n
Thus, i=1 (m0 (Nexti ) + m0 (Claimedi )) = 1.
We have Next1 ∈ I(claim) and Next1 ∈ I(unavailable) for the corresponding transitions claim,
unavailable ∈ T and Next1 ∈
/ I(t0 ) for any other transitions t0 . W. l. o. g. assume that claim or
unavailable fires in m0 .
Consider the two cases:
• unavailable fires. Then fire(m0 , unavailable)(Next1 ) = 0 and fire(m0 , unavailable)(Claimed1 ) = 0.
Therefore,
n
X
(fire(m0 , unavailable)(Nexti ) + fire(m0 , unavailable)(Claimedi )) = 0.
i=1

As
token can be introduced to Next1 , for all following markings m0 we get that
Pnno new
0
0
i=1 (m (Nexti ) + m (Claimedi )) = 0.
• claim fires. Then fire(m0 , claim)(Next1 ) = 0 and fire(m0 , claim)(Claimed1 ) = 1 and thus the
sum is 1. Now suppose that child-fail fires in a marking m0 . Note that between fire(m0 , claim)
and m0 no new token can be introduced to either Next1 or Claimed1 .
0
0
We
Pn get that 0fire(m , child-fail)(Next1 ) =0 0 and fire(m , child-fail)(Claimed1 ) = 0 and thus
, child-fail)(Nexti ) + fire(m , child-fail)(Claimedi )) = 0. For all following markings
i=1
P(fire(m
n
m, i=1 (m(Nexti ) + m(ClaimediP
)) = 0 holds.
n
Thus, for all markings m, we get that i=1 (m(Nexti ) + m(Claimedi )) ≤ 1.
Induction Hypothesis: The statement holds for an arbitrary, but fixed n ∈ N.
Inductive Step: Show that the statement also holds for n + 1 if it holds for n.
Note that Nextn+1 and Claimedn+1 cannot be marked until the n-th unavailable or the n-th
child-fail transition have fired. These transitions are only enabled if Nextn or Claimedn are marked
respectively. Let m be the last marking where m(Nextn+1 ) = 0. Then by the induction hypothesis
we get for all markings mj before m that
n+1
X

(mj (Nexti ) + mj (Claimedi ))

=
=

i=1
n
X

(mj (Nexti ) + mj (Claimedi )) + mj (Nextn+1 ) + mj (Claimedn+1 )

i=1
n
X

(IH)

(mj (Nexti ) + mj (Claimedi )) + 0) ≤ 1.

i=1

W. l. o. g. suppose
n-th unavailable transition fires im m. Let m0 = fire(m, unavailable).
Pnthat the
0
Then we have that i=1 (m (Nexti ) + m0 (Claimedi )) = 0, m0 (Nextn+1 ) = 1 and m0 (Claimedn+1 ) = 0.
Pn+1
Thus, we get that i=1 (m0 (Nexti ) + m0 (Claimedi )) = 1.
Depending on m0 (Unavailvn+1 ), either claim or unavailable is enabled. W. l. o. g. suppose that the
enabled transition fires in m0 .
Consider the two cases:
• unavailable fires. Then fire(m0 , unavailable)(Nextn+1 ) = 0 and
fire(m0 , unavailable)(Claimedn+1 ) = 0.
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Therefore, we have that
n+1
X

(fire(m0 , unavailable)(Nexti ) + fire(m0 , unavailable)(Claimedi )) = 0.

i=1

As noPnew token can be introduced to any of the places, for all following markings m̂ we get
n+1
that i=1 (m̂(Nexti ) + m̂(Claimedi )) = 0.
• claim fires. Then fire(m0 , claim)(Nextn+1 ) = 0 and fire(m0 , claim)(Claimedn+1 ) = 1 and thus
Pn+1
0
0
i=1 (fire(m , unavailable)(Nexti ) + fire(m , unavailable)(Claimedi )) = 1.
0
Note that in no marking between fire(m , claim) and the firing of child-fail, a new token can
be introduced to any Nexti and Claimedi place in templ SPARE (v). Now suppose that child-fail
fires in a marking mk .
We get that fire(mk , child-fail)(Nextn+1 ) = 0 and fire(mk , child-fail)(Claimedn+1 ) = 0 and thus
Pn+1
k , child-fail)(Nexti ) + fire(mk , child-fail)(Claimedi )) = 0. For all following marki=1 (fire(m
Pn+1
ings m̂, i=1 (m̂(Nexti )P+ m̂(Claimedi )) = 0 holds.
n
Thus, we have shown that if i=1 (m(Nexti ) + m(Claimedi )) ≤ 1 holds for all markings m,
Pn+1
i=1 (m(Nexti ) + m(Claimedi )) ≤ 1 also holds.
We now show that every transition in the GSPN can fire at most once. We do this using
a mapping M that intuitively maps a transition t to a place p such that p is an output- and
inhibition-place of t and once a token is placed in p it is never removed.
Theorem 3 (Firing Bound). Each transition t ∈ T in TF can fire at most once.
Proof. We define a mapping M : T → P such that
• M(t) ∈ O(t) and M(t) ∈ H(t), and
• m(M(t)) ≥ 1 ⇒ fire(m, t0 )(M(t)) ≥ 1 for all t0 ∈ T .
We set M for transitions relating to the “dc” mechanism as follows:
• for t ∈ {dCv | v ∈ F} we set M(t) = DontCarev .
• for transitions t with Propv , v ∈ F as an output, i. e. Propv ∈ O(t), we set M(t) = Propv .
• for transitions t having DepPropv as an output in templ BE (v), set M(t) = DepPropv .
For the remaining transitions in the templates, we set M according to the following rules:
• for other transitions t in templ BE (v), templ AND (v) and templ OR (v) let M(t) = Failedv .
• for transitions delayeri in templ PAND< (v) we set M(delayeri ) = Delayedi and for delayer in
templ POR< (v) we set M(delayer) = Delayed.
• for any other transition t in templ PAND≤ (v),templ PAND< (v),templ POR≤ (v) and templ POR< (v)
we set M(t) = Failedv if t is a failing transition and M(t) = FailSafev if t is a fail-saving
transition.
• in the activation templates, we set the M(t) to be the corresponding Activev place.
• for the i-th failure propagation transition in templ PDEP (v) and templ FDEP (v) we set
M(t) = Failedvi , i ∈ 2, . . . , n.
Delayedi in templ PAND< (v) and Delayed in templ POR< (v) do not have any outgoing arcs and
therefore a token placed there cannot be removed. For the other M(t), the tokens are not removed
from the place according to Theorem 2.
For the transitions for which we defined M, it ensures that they only fire once.
We still have to handle some exceptions of transitions without inhibitor arcs:
• In templ SPARE (v), the transitions claim, unavailable and child-fail are not inhibited. However,
by construction, they can only fire once. Suppose there is a token in place Nexti . This token
moves either directly to Claimedi if the child is claimed or to Nexti+1 (or Failedv if i = n).
In both cases, the corresponding claim and unavailable transitions are disabled. In case the
token is in Claimedi , child-fail can fire and move the token to Nexti+1 , disabling itself in the
process.
Since Nexti and Claimedi only have claim, unavailable and child-fail transitions as inputs, no
new token can occur in this part of the GSPN. Furthermore, initially there is only one token
in Next1 .
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• templ PDEP (v) contains uninhibited transitions in the part of the GSPN modeling the coin
flip. The token in Coin is moved to Flip if the trigger element fails. The respective transition
is then disabled. If there is a token in Flip, either win or lose fires. In both cases, the token is
removed, disabling the two transitions. As no new token can be introduced to Coin and Flip,
the transitions cannot be enabled again once they have been disabled.
• In templ SEQ (v), suppose Nexti contains a token. The transition can fire as soon as Disabledvi
also contains a token. Firing moves the token from Nexti to Nexti+1 or consumes it if i = n.
In both cases, the transition is disabled afterwards. Moreover, Next1 initially contains a
token.
Thus, we have shown that the transitions without inhibitor arcs can also fire at most once.
Therefore, all transitions in t ∈ T can fire at most once.
Theorem 3 directly implies the following:
Corollary 1 (Time-Trap Freedom). TF does not contain any time-traps.
Proof. No transition in TF can fire more than once by Theorem 3. Thus the reachability graph of
TF cannot contain a cycle.
The following lemma is later used in the proof for the boundedness of the places in the GSPN.
Lemma 2. Let
p ∈{Failedv , Activev , DontCarev | v ∈ F}
∪ {Propv | v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ∪ FBE )}
∪ {FailSafev | v ∈ FPAND≤ ∪ FPAND< ∪ FPOR≤ ∪ FPOR< }
∪ {DepPropv | v ∈ FBE }.
If p ∈ O(t) for t ∈ T , then either p ∈ I(t) or p ∈ H(t).
Proof. Consider the places:
• A transition t with Failedv ∈ O(t) is either a failing transition of v, a failing transition of a
gate v 0 with v ∈ σ(v 0 ), a transition with DepPropv or Propv as output or a delayer transition.
In the first case, Failedv ∈ H(t) holds, in the latter three cases, Failedv ∈ I(t) holds.
• For Activev , a transition t with Activev ∈ O(t) occurs in two types of templates: In the
activation templates, always Activev ∈ I(t) or Activev ∈ H(t) holds.
In the template for BEs, Activev ∈ O(fail-active) holds. There, Activev ∈ I(fail-active) holds
as well.
• For DontCarev , if v ∈ FSEQ , then DontCarev ∈ O(dCv0 ) for v 0 ∈ σ(v). Then for these
transitions, DontCarev ∈ I(dCv0 ) holds as well.
For v ∈ FPDEP ∪ FFDEP , DontCarev ∈ O(dCv1 ) and DontCarev ∈ O(dCv ) holds. In the former
case, DontCarev ∈ I(dCv1 ) holds, while in the latter case we get that DontCarev ∈ H(dCv ).
In templ BE (v), DontCarev ∈ O(dCv ) and DontCarev ∈ O(t) with DepPropv ∈ O(t) holds. In
the first case, we get that DontCarev ∈ H(dCv ) and in the second case, DontCarev ∈ I(t)
holds.
For the rest of the templates, we get that DontCarev ∈ O(dCv ) and DontCarev ∈ O(t) with
Propv ∈ O(t). Analog to the the BEs, in the first case, we get that DontCarev ∈ H(dCv ). In
the second case, DontCarev ∈ I(t) holds.
• For FailSafev , we have that FailSafev ∈ O(t) for a fail-saving transition t and FailSafev ∈ O(t0 )
with Propv ∈ O(t0 ). Then, for t, FailSafev ∈ H(t) and for t0 , FailSafev ∈ I(t0 ) hold.
• For DepPropv , first consider templ BE (v). There, for the only transition t with DepPropv ∈ O(t)
we have that DepPropv ∈ H(t).
Now consider templ FDEP (v) and templ PDEP (v). In these templates, DepPropvi ∈ O(dCv ) for
i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and vi ∈ σ(v) holds. We also have that DepPropvi ∈ I(dCv ).
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These are all the cases for
p ∈ {Failedv , Activev , DontCarev | v ∈ F}
∪ {Propv | v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ∪ FBE )}
∪ {FailSafev | v ∈ FPAND≤ ∪ FPAND< ∪ FPOR≤ ∪ FPOR< }
∪ {DepPropv | v ∈ FBE }.
Therefore, we get that if p ∈ O(t) for t ∈ T , then either p ∈ I(t) or p ∈ H(t).
In preparation for the boundedness proof, we first show the boundedness for the Unavailv places.
Lemma 3 (Boundedness of Unavailv ). For every gate v, Unavailv is 2-bounded.
Proof. Let templ p (v) the template for a gate v of type p and t ∈ T with Unavailv ∈ O(t). Then
Failedv ∈ O(t) holds as well. Note that Failedv ∈ H(t) holds as well, thus t is inhibited once Failedv
contains a token. Therefore, of all these transitions, only one can place a token in Unavailv .
The only other transitions with Unavailv as output are the claim transitions of templ SPARE (v 0 )
with v ∈ σ(v 0 ). As Unavailv also inhibits these claim transitions, only one of them can place a token
in the place. Therefore, in the case that v is first claimed and then fails, two tokens are placed in
Unavailv . Thus, Unavailv is 2-bounded.
Using the previous lemmata, we can now show the boundedness of the GSPN. First, we consider
the case of a DFT without SEQ and show that the corresponding GSPN is 2-bounded.
Theorem 4 (Boundedness of TF without SEQ). If F is a DFT without SEQ, then TF is 2-bounded.
Proof. Let F be a DFT without SEQ. We show that all places besides Unavailv are 1-bounded.
Let
P 0 ∈ {Failedv , Activev , DontCarev | v ∈ F}
∪ {Propv | v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ∪ FBE )}
∪ {FailSafev | v ∈ FPAND≤ ∪ FPAND< ∪ FPOR≤ ∪ FPOR< }
∪ {DepPropv | v ∈ FBE }.
For all places p ∈ P 0 ∩ TF , if p ∈ O(t) for t ∈ T then by Lemma 2 either p ∈ I(t) or p ∈ H(t).
Together with Theorem 2, this guarantees that a new token can only be placed in p if there has
not been one before. Therefore, these places are 1-bounded.
Now consider all templates:
• templ BE (v) with and without DepProp, templ AND (v), templ OR (v), templ PAND≤ (v),
templ POR≤ (v), templ FDEP (v) and the activation templates only have places p ∈ P 0 , which
are 1-bounded, and Unavailv . Note that Disabledv in templ BE (v) is 0-bounded as F does not
contain SEQs.
• templ PAND< (v) and templ POR< (v) additionally have places Delayedi and Delayed respectively.
These places inhibit their only incoming transition and are not the input of any other
transition. Therefore, they are 1-bounded.
• For templ SPARE (v), we additionally have to consider P
the places Nexti and Claimedi with
n
1 ≤ i ≤ n. By Lemma 1 in any marking m we have i=1 (m(Nexti ) + m(Claimedi )) ≤ 1.
Thus, Nexti and Claimedi are 1-bounded.
• For templ PDEP (v) we have to consider Coin, Flip and Forward. Coin has no incoming arcs and
is initialized with 1 token and therefore 1-bounded. Flip is the output of only one transition.
Since by Theorem 3 all transitions can fire at most once, Flip is 1-bounded. A new token can
only be placed in Forward by win. All other transitions with Forward as output also have it
as an input place. Thus, Forward is 1-bounded.
Therefore, all places besides Unavailv are 1-bounded. With Lemma 3 we get that TF is 2bounded.
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As SEQs influence the boundedness of the GSPN, we now consider the general case for the DFT.
There, the bound is dependent on the maximal number k of SEQs that are parents of the same BE.
Theorem 5 (Boundedness of TF ). For a DFT F, TF is k-bounded where
k = max |{v ∈ FSEQ | b ∈ σ(v)}|.
b∈FBE

Proof. Let F be a DFT. The places Disabledv0 for v 0 ∈ FBE are initialized with the number of
SEQs that are a parent of v. Therefore, there are at most k tokens in one Disabledv0 place.
The template templ SEQ (v) for a SEQ v only interacts with the rest of the GSPN via the interface
places Failedvi and Disabledvi . The transitions in templ SEQ (v) do not place extra tokens in Failedvi
and have Disabledvi only as input places. The places Nexti are 1-bounded as a firing of the adjacent
transition removes the token and moves it to Nexti+1 if i < n. No new tokens can be introduced.
The rest of the GSPN is still 2-bounded by Theorem 4. Thus, TF is k-bounded.

5.2 Correctness of the “Don’t Care” Construction
In this section, we provide a proof for the correctness of the “Don’t Care” construction for GSPNs.
First we provide some lemmata to show properties of the “dc” propagation which we later use for
the correctness proof.
During this section, we mostly focus on the tangible markings of the GSPN as for the main part,
we are interested in the results of propagation processes to evaluate the construction. In particular,
we are interested in places representing states of DFT gates whose markings do not change once
these places are marked.
In analogy to the DFT, we call a template templ t (v) for a DFT node v “operational” in a
marking m if for all p ∈ {Failedv , FailSafev , DontCarev }, we have that m(p) = 0 holds.
We start by proving the statement that propagation places in templates indicate a state change
of the corresponding DFT gates, i. e. that the place only contains a token if the gate is no longer
operational.
Lemma 4 (Propagation Places). For every template templ t (v) with a place Propv and every
tangible marking m, m(Propv ) ≥ 1 if and only if templ t (v) is not “operational”, i. e. there exists a
p ∈ {Failedv , FailSafev , DontCarev } such that m(p) ≥ 1.
Proof. Let m be an arbitrary tangible marking. We observe that for all transitions t ∈ T with
Propv ∈ O(t), Propv ∈ H(t) holds and there exists a p ∈ {Failedv , FailSafev , DontCarev } such that
I(t) = {p}.
⇒: Let m(Propv ) ≥ 1. Since Propv is not initially marked, a t ∈ T with Propv ∈ O(t) must have
fired. As t fired and I(t) = {p} for a p ∈ {Failedv , FailSafev , DontCarev } with m(p) ≥ 1, for a
prior marking m0 we know that m0 (p) ≥ 1 had to hold. By Theorem 2 we get that m(p) ≥ 1.
⇐: Let p ∈ {Failedv , FailSafev , DontCarev } with m(p) ≥ 1.
According to the observation, there exists a transition t ∈ T with I(t) = {p}, Propv ∈ O(t)
and Propv ∈ H(t). If m(Propv ) = 0, we would have that t ∈ enabled(m), contradicting the
tangibility of m as t is immediate. Thus, m(Propv ) ≥ 1 must hold.

We now show that a gate’s DontCare place can only contain a token if the correct places of
its parents are marked. Intuitively, this translates the “Don’t Care” condition of the DFT to
the GSPN in the sense that a gate is set to “Don’t Care” if all its parents have been completely
evaluated.
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Lemma 5 (Don’t Care Propagation). For all v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ), in all tangible
markings m: m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1 if and only if
• for all parents v 0 ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ) with v ∈ σ(v 0 ), m(Propv0 ) ≥ 1
• for all parent dependencies v 00 ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP with v ∈ σ(v 00 ), m(DontCarev00 ) ≥ 1
• for all s ∈ FSEQ v ∈
/ σ(s) (v has no SEQ as parents).
Proof. Let m be an arbitrary tangible marking and v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ). Note that
the only transition t with v ∈ O(t) is dCv .
⇒: Let m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1. Initially, DontCarev is not marked. Thus, dCv must have fired.
For p ∈ I(dCv ) it always holds that either
– p ∈ {Propv0 | v 0 ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ), v ∈ σ(v 0 )} or
– p ∈ {DontCarev0 |v 0 ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ , v ∈ σ(v 0 )}.
Thus, in a previous marking m0 , m0 (p) ≥ 1 had to hold for all p ∈ I(dCv ).
DontCares with s ∈ FSEQ cannot be marked as by construction, it is not initially marked and
DontCares ∈
/ O(t) for any transition t ∈ T . Therefore, v ∈
/ σ(s) for all s ∈ FSEQ has to hold.
Furthermore, by Theorem 2, if m0 (p) ≥ 1 then m(p) ≥ 1. Thus, m(Propv0 ) ≥ 1 for all v 0 ∈
F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ) with v ∈ σ(v 0 ) and m(DontCarev00 ) ≥ 1 for all v 00 ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP
with v ∈ σ(v 00 ).
⇐: Let m(Propv0 ) ≥ 1 for all v 0 ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ) with v ∈ σ(v 0 ), m(DontCarev00 ) ≥ 1
for all v 00 ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP with v ∈ σ(v 00 ) and v ∈
/ σ(s) for all s ∈ FSEQ .
Assume m(DontCarev ) = 0. Then the transition dCv cannot have fired as O(dCv ) =
{DontCarev }, DontCarev is not an output place of any other transition and by Theorem
2 once the place is marked it stays marked. However, dCv ∈ enabled(m) as for all p ∈ I(dCv )
m(p) ≥ 1. Therefore, at least one immediate transition is enabled in m, yielding a contradiction to the premise that m is tangible. Thus, m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1.

To thoroughly prove the correctness of our construction, we also have to consider the DepProp
places of BEs. We show that they are marked if and only if the BE is not “operational”.
Lemma 6 (Dependency Propagation Places). For v ∈ FBE and every tangible marking m,
m(DepPropv ) ≥ 1 if and only if there exists a p ∈ {Failedv , DontCarev } such that m(p) ≥ 1.
Proof. Let v ∈ FBE and m an arbitrary tangible marking.
⇒: Let m(DepPropv ) ≥ 1. Initially, DepPropv is not marked. Therefore, in m, one of the
transitions t with DepPropv ∈ O(t) has to have fired. For these transitions either Failedv ∈ I(t)
or DontCarev ∈ I(t) hold. Therefore, in a marking m0 , m0 (Failedv ) ≥ 1 or m0 (DontCarev ) ≥ 1
had to hold before. Therefore, by Theorem 2, m(Failedv ) ≥ 1 or m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1 has to
hold.
⇐: Let p ∈ {Failedv , DontCarev } with m(p) ≥ 1.
Assume m(DepPropv ) = 0. Let t ∈ T be a transition with DepPropv ∈ O(t). Then t cannot
have fired by Theorem 2. It is either I(t) = {Failedv } or I(t) = {DontCarev }, therefore
t ∈ enabled(m). However, as t is an immediate transition, this yields a contradiction to m
being tangible.
Therefore m(DepPropv ) ≥ 1 holds.

We now consider the “Don’t Care” mechanism of dependencies and show that the templates
correctly implement the corresponding “Don’t Care” condition.
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Lemma 7 (Don’t Care Propagation for Dependencies). For all v ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP in all tangible
markings m, m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1 if and only if m(DepPropvi ) ≥ 1 for all children vi ∈ σ(v), i ∈
{2, . . . , |σ(v)|}.
Proof. Let m be an arbitrary tangible marking and v ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP .
⇒: Let m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1. Initially, DontCarev is not marked. The only transition t ∈ T with
v ∈ O(t) is dCv . Therefore, t must have fired. For every p ∈ I(t), we have that p = DepPropv0
for a v 0 ∈ FBE holds. Thus, for some prior marking m0 , m0 (p) ≥ 1. By Theorem 2, m(p) ≥ 1
holds.
⇐: Let m(DepPropvi ) ≥ 1 for all vi ∈ σ(v), i ∈ {2, . . . , |σ(v)|}}.
Assume m(DontCarev ) = 0. Then dCv cannot have fired as O(dCv ) = {DontCarev }, DontCarev
is not adjacent to any other transition and by Theorem 2 DontCarev stays marked once a
token is placed there.
As m(p) ≥ 1 holds for all p ∈ {DepPropvi | vi ∈ σ(v), i ∈ {2, . . . , |σ(v)|}, dCv ∈ enabled(m)
must hold. This, however, contradicts the premise that m is tangible.
Therefore, m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1 holds.

Lemma 8 (Don’t Care and TLE). For a DFT F, in every marking m of TF , m(DontCareTLE ) = 0
holds.
Proof. For TLE in F, DontCareTLE is initially not marked and for all transitions t ∈ T , we have
that DontCareTLE ∈
/ O(t) holds. Thus, a token cannot be placed in the place and therefore, in every
marking m of TF , m(DontCareTLE ) = 0 holds.
We can now prove the correctness of the Don’t Care construction. The idea is to show that
setting an element v that is “dc”, i. e. DontCarev is marked, to “failed” does not affect the parts of
the GSPN that correspond to elements that are still operational.
In the following, we call a tangible marking m̂ the next tangible marking of a marking m0 if m̂ is
the first tangible marking reached after m0 , i. e. m̂ is tangible and results from m0 by only firing
immediate transitions. If m0 itself is tangible, it is its own next tangible marking.
Theorem 6 (Correctness Don’t Care). Let m be a tangible marking and let
C = {v ∈ F | m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1}. Furthermore, let m0 be a marking with m0 (Failedv ) ≥ 1 for all
v ∈ C and m0 (p) = m(p) otherwise. Then for the next tangible marking m̂ of m0 , m̂(p0 ) = m(p0 )
for p0 ∈ {Failedv0 , FailSafev0 , DontCarev0 | v 0 ∈ V \ C}.
Proof. Let m be a tangible marking and let C = {v ∈ F | m(DontCarev ) ≥ 1}.
Furthermore, let m0 be a marking with m0 (Failedv0 ) ≥ 1 for all v 0 ∈ C and m0 (p) = m(p)
otherwise and m̂ the next tangible marking of m0 .
Consider the cases for an arbitrary v ∈ C:
• v ∈ FBE : As m(DontCarev ) = 1 by Lemma 5 we have that for parents v 0 ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪
FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ) with v ∈ σ(v 0 ) it holds that m(Propv0 ) ≥ 1.
Therefore, by Lemma 4, we know that there exists a p ∈ {Failedv0 , FailSafev0 , DontCarev0 }
with m(p) ≥ 1.
In the cases that p ∈ {Failedv0 , FailSafev0 }, we know that v 0 ∈
/ C and that v 0 has already
propagated its state and therefore does not directly influence the GSPN anymore. All
corresponding transitions have already fired as m̂ is tangible.
Furthermore, by Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 m̂(p) = m(p) holds.
Consider the case that p = DontCarev0 . Then we know that m0 (Failedv0 ) = 1 and we have to
consider the case below.
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Additionally, for parents v 00 ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP , v ∈ σ(v 00 ) with m(DontCarev00 ) ≥ 1, we have
by Lemma 5 that for all vi ∈ σ(v 00 ), i ∈ {2, . . . , |σ(v 00 )|} it holds that m(DepPropvi ) ≥ 1 and
thus by Lemma 6 we know that for all vi ∈ σ(v 00 ), i ∈ 2, . . . , |σ(v 00 )| either m(Failedvi ) = 1
or m(DontCarevi ) = 1. In case m(DontCarevi ) = 1, we can repeat the argument, otherwise vi
has already propagated its failure.
Therefore, v does not influence any elements v̂ ∈
/ C.
• v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ∪ FBE ): As m(DontCarev ) = 1 by Lemma 5 we have for a
parent v 0 ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ∪ FSEQ ) with v ∈ σ(v 0 ) that m(Propv0 ) ≥ 1 holds.
Thus, with Lemma 4, for v 0 there exists a p ∈ {Failedv0 , FailSafev0 , DontCarev0 } such that
m(p) ≥ 1.
First consider the case that p ∈ {Failedv0 , FailSafev0 }. Then v 0 ∈
/ C. However, by Theorem 2
and Theorem 5 each of the places can only contain at most 1 token and they are therefore
not influenced by m0 (Failedv ) = 1. Therefore, m̂(p) = m(p).
Now consider p = DontCarev0 . Then v 0 ∈ C and already m0 (Failedv0 ) = 1 holds. We can
recursively consider v 0 as the DFT is acyclic and we therefore do not have any circular
propagation paths. The recursion stops if we either encounter an element v̂ ∈
/ C (there exists
at least one, the TLE, by Lemma 8) or an element v̂ with v̂ ∈
/ σ(v̇) for all v̇ ∈ V . As this
element does not have any parents, it does not influence any Failed, FailSafe or DontCare
places.
Additionally, for parents v 00 ∈ FFDEP ∪ FPDEP , v ∈ σ(v 00 ) with m(DontCarev00 ) ≥ 1 we have by
Lemma 5 that for all vi ∈ σ(v 00 ), i ∈ 2, . . . , |σ(v 00 )| it holds that m(DepPropvi ) ≥ 1. Thus,
by Lemma 6, we know that for all vi ∈ σ(v 00 ), i ∈ 2, . . . , |σ(v 00 )| that either m(Failedvi ) = 1
or m(DontCarevi ) = 1 holds. In case m(DontCarevi ) = 1, we can repeat the argument for the
BE vi , otherwise vi has already propagated its failure.
Therefore, v does not influence any elements v̂ ∈
/ C.
In conclusion, for all p0 ∈ {Failedv0 , FailSafev0 , DontCarev0 | v 0 ∈ V \ C} we get that m̂(p0 ) = m(p0 )
holds.
From Theorem 6 we can directly conclude the correctness of the merging method.
In mtempl t (v) for any gate v of type t, all transitions originally having DontCarev as output
instead have Failedv as output. Therefore, TFM behaves similar to TF where we place a token in a
place Failedv0 if DontCarev0 contains a token. According to Theorem 6, then all templates which
are not set to “dc” are not affected by the tokens.
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6 Implementation and Analysis
In this chapter, we describe the implementation of our DFT to GSPN conversion method with
“Don’t Cares”. We present the results of evaluating the implementation on a set of example DFTs
and evaluate the effectiveness of our approach.

6.1 Implementation
We implemented the method of converting a DFT to a GSPN with “Don’t Care” mechanism in
the Storm model checker [12]. The application accepts DFTs in either a native JSON format or
the format used by the Galileo tool [17] as input. The input file is then parsed to get the structure
of the DFT.
The conversion of to a GSPN starts by iterating over the DFT elements to calculate the transition
priorities according to the desired DFT semantics. Afterwards, the elements are converted separately
according to the templates described in Chapter 4. The templates are composed to form the
complete GSPN which can then be exported in either the PNML [34] format or the PNPRO format
native to the GreatSPN framework [3]. The latter also allows us to examine the resulting GSPNs
manually in the GreatSPN visual editor and analyze them using the GreatSPN tool.
Currently, only the Monolithic MA DFT semantics from [25] is implemented. This semantics
requires all children to be evaluated before their parents and all dependencies to be evaluated
after all other gates. Furthermore, conflicts where the DFT can behave in more than one way are
resolved non-deterministically.
To reflect this semantics in the GSPN we set the transition priorities for children to be higher
than the one for their parents and the priorities for dependencies lower than the one for any other
gates, i. e. for an assignment of the priority variables π the following constraints have to hold:
πv < πvi

∀v ∈ F, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |σ(v)|} and

πf < πv

∀f ∈ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP ), ∀v ∈ F \ (FFDEP ∪ FPDEP )

Furthermore, we set the GSPN partition D to contain the singleton sets of all immediate transitions
in the GSPN to allow for non-determinism, i. e. D = {{t} | t ∈ Ti }. An exception are the win and
lose transitions of PDEP as the probabilistic resolution is necessary to reflect the gate’s behavior.
Thus, for each PDEP, these transitions are put in the same set of the partition [25].
Our implementation allows for the enabling of a “smart” GSPN translation mode where unnecessary elements in the GSPN are not generated, like the DepProp place for BEs which are not
children of dependencies or the Disabled places if no SEQs are present. Furthermore, we allow to
switch between the generation of the GSPN without “Don’t Care”, the generation with the normal
“Don’t Care” mechanism and the implementation where the place merging described in Section 4.2
is applied.
To test the resulting GSPNs, we use the MC4CSLTA model checker [20] as an external tool. The
model checker is part of the GreatSPN framework and is therefore able to work with the PNPRO
files exported by Storm.
The original setting of priorities leads to large sets of transitions having the same priorities. In
particular, this is the case for the dC transitions. As early testing showed that this naı̈ve setting of
the priorities in the GSPN results in solving times that are unexpectedly long (cf. Section 6.2.2),
we also implemented an optimization with regards to MC4CSLTA. As the model checker resolves
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all decisions between simultaneously fireable transitions probabilistically, these cases slow down
the computation significantly. However, in most cases, these decisions do not impact the overall
result of the computation as the transitions are not conflicting, i. e. firing of one does not disable
the others.
Therefore, we resolve non-determinism preemptively by so called extended priorities. We set the
priorities for each transition uniquely in a way that does not change the result of the computation,
i. e. we still satisfy the constraints of the DFT semantics and the individual templates. For example,
we still require the priorities of transitions concerning the “Don’t Care” propagation to be lower
than the ones for all other transitions. With the extended priorities, we define a fixed order in
which the dC transitions should fire. The concrete order in which they fire does not influence the
result of the analysis as no firing disables any other transitions. By fixing the order, we resolve
non-determinism that slows down the analysis without changing the outcome. The extended
priority computation can be toggled.
In addition, we also implemented our conversion methods into Storm’s conversion of DFTs to
the JANI model interchange format [10]. First, the DFT is translated into a GSPN according to
our templates and the options described above. Then, the GSPN is transformed to an equivalent
JANI model which can be analyzed by different model checkers, e. g. by Storm itself.

6.2 Evaluation of the DFT-GSPN-Conversion
In this section, we provide results of our approach of converting DFTs to GSPNs. Furthermore we
evaluate the results with regards to performance differences compared to the original approach.

6.2.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments were conducted on an HP BL685C G7 with 48 processor cores running at 2.0GHz
each. The system is equipped with 192GB of RAM and is running Debian 9.5.
We tested the method using 87 sample DFTs chosen from the scalability benchmark suite of
simplified DFTs [24]. These DFTs are scalable versions of examples taken from the literature. In
particular, they belong to one of the following three types:
HECS. The hypothetical example computer system (HECS) model is originally from the NASA
handbook on fault trees [32]. It models a computer system consisting of a processing unit (PU), a
memory unit (MU) and an operator interface which are connected via a bus. All four components
have to work in order for the system to be operational. At least one of two processors of the PU
has to work. Furthermore, one spare processor is available which can replace any failed processor.
The MU consists of 5 memory slots and 2 memory interfaces (MI) where one MI is connected to
the first three slots and one to the last three slots respectively. A memory slot fails either by itself
or if all connected MIs have failed. The MU fails if 3 or more memory slots have failed.
The DFTs in our test suite consist of multiple of these systems where we require a specified
number of subsystems to work for the whole modeled system to work. Furthermore, a variant with
a power supply is considered [24].
MCS. The multiprocessor computing system (MCS) is a computer system consisting of several
computing modules (CM). These modules all contain a processor, a MU and two disks. They fail
if either their processor, their MU or both disks have failed. All modules communicate via a bus.
For each pair of CMs, there is a spare MU which can be used in case their original MU fails. This
MU can only be used by one CM at once. Furthermore, the system contains a power supply. The
whole MCS fails if either all CMs, the bus or the power supply fail.
The DFTs we consider are based on the DFT given in [28] and its variants presented in [4] and
[11]. Our examples consider a farm of several MCS of which a specific number have to fail for
our modeled system to fail. Furthermore, we consider systems with and without redundant power
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supplies [24].
RC. The railway crossing (RC) example is an industrial use case modeling a simplified railway
level crossing [21]. It consists of three sensors, a barrier and a controller. A failure of any one of
these subsystems causes the RC to fail.
The sensor subsystem fails if two of its sensors fail. A sensor failure happens due to a battery
or a connection error. Batteries can fail by themselves, while a connection error is caused by an
external network problem.
The barrier mainly consists of a motor. In case it fails, a spare motor is implemented that takes
over its functionality. However, a switch is necessary for the spare mechanism to work. Thus, the
barrier fails if either both its motors fail or if the first motor fails after the switch has failed.
For our test purposes, we obtain scalable versions of the RC by using an arbitrary number of
identical barriers and an arbitrary amount of sensor subsystems. For all of these subsystems,
separate connection errors can occur. Furthermore, the controller is modeled either as a single
basic event or a subsystem similar to the HECS.
Our examples were chosen such that their analysis provides meaningful results within a reasonable
timespan.
For each example, we use a total of 14 configurations. We aim at calculating the reliability of
the DFT with timebound 1, i. e. the probability that the DFT has failed at time t = 1.
Two of our configurations use the existing DFT analysis implemented in Storm [33], once with
and once without using “Don’t Care” flags. These configurations are the reference point with
regards to the correctness of our construction.
For evaluating the converted GSPNs and their analysis, we use both the MC4CSLTA model
checker [20] and the JANI analysis of Storm. For both, we run all combinations of using the
extended priority computation described in Chapter 6.1 and the three possibilities for “Don’t Care”:
no “Don’t Care” mechanism, the “Don’t Care” mechanism where DontCare and Failed places are
separate and the “Don’t Care” mechanism with merged DontCare and Failed places.
For each configuration, a timeout of 1800 seconds (30 minutes) is set and each process is given
4GB of memory.
The tests using MC4CSLTA consist of the conversion of the DFT to the corresponding GSPN in
PNPRO format using our implementation in Storm and the analysis using MC4CSLTA itself. We
consider the sum of the respective times of conversion and analysis of the GSPN to be the total
time for the DFT analysis in this test.
For JANI, we also start by converting the DFT, but this time into the JANI format. The analysis
of the JANI model within Storm then works as follows: First, the state space of the model is built
symbolically, yielding a Markov automaton. The automaton is then reduced by bisimulation and
stored explicitly as a sparse matrix. On this reduced model, the model checking takes place. In
analogy to the MC4CSLTA analysis, we consider the sum of conversion and analysis time of the
JANI model to be the total analysis time of the DFT.

6.2.2 Overview
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the number of DFTs that were solvable using the respective
configuration within our time limit of 1800 seconds.
Of the 87 DFTs, we were able to analyze all using Storm’s direct DFT analysis with “Don’t
Care” flags. Disabling “Don’t Cares” lead to a slight decrease; we were no longer able to analyze
10 of the DFTs within the timebound.
Using MC4CSLTA on the converted GSPNs without the uniquely set extended priorities, we see
a large difference in the number of solved DFTs between the GSPNs without “dc” mechanism and
the ones with it. While we were able to solve 50 of the DFTs without the “dc” construction, 3
were solvable using the mechanism with merged places and only 1 was solvable using the simple
“Don’t Care” mechanism.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the number of DFTs providing a result within 1800 seconds
According to discussions with one of the developers of the MC4CSLTA tool, this is most likely
a result of many transitions in the GSPNs being simultaneously fireable when the “Don’t Care”
mechanism is used. In our GSPNs, the non-deterministic choice of which transition is supposed to
fire does not influence the result of analysis. The templates are designed such that in a vanishing
marking, all firings of transitions ultimately lead to the same tangible marking. MC4CSLTA,
however, solves these conflicts using a probabilistic method, leading to a much longer computation
time. This is especially true for the “Don’t Care” GSPNs as dC transitions are often simultaneously
fireable as they all have the same priority. The GSPNs without “dc” mechanism cause fewer
conflicts. Here, the main source of non-determinism is the activation mechanism and the failure
propagation of dependencies.
Due to the results of the configurations using the less involved priority computation, we implemented the extended priority computation where the priorities are uniquely set while still preserving
the semantics of the DFT. The results confirm our hypothesis. The number of solved DFTs within
the time frame increased for all configurations. While the number without “dc” increased by 5
compared to the “simple” priority computation, the number for both “dc” constructions even
surpassed that with 57 solved DFTs for the method with separate DontCare and Failed places and
66 solved test cases for the merging method.
This shows the strength of the “Don’t Care” construction. Both methods increased the number
of solved DFTs, making some of the test cases feasible which were previously not suitable for the
analysis using GSPNs. Furthermore, the merging of the places also showed a significant increase
in the number of solved DFTs within the timebound, showing the increased performance we
anticipated for this method.

# of errors using JANI
without extended priorities
with extended priorities
no dc
dc - unmerged dc - merged
no dc
dc - unmerged dc - merged
TO MO TO
MO
TO
MO
TO MO TO
MO
TO
MO
45
13
70
0
68
4
41
13
39
3
47
11
Table 6.1: Number of DFTs not being analyzed due to insufficient time (TO) and insufficient
memory (MO) using JANI
With the JANI method, we were able to analyze less DFTs than with MC4CSLTA with extended
priorities, both with and without the more involved priority computation. In addition to timeout
errors (i. e. the analysis took longer than 1800 seconds), some runs also threw errors indicating
that the analysis exceeded the memory limitation of 4GB. The number of DFT analyses that failed
due to exceeding the time and memory limit respectively for each method is given in detail in
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Table 6.1.
For JANI without our extended priority setting, more DFTs could be analyzed without our
“Don’t Care” construction than with any of our two “dc” methods. However, not using “Don’t
Care” seems to increase the memory usage of Storm when analyzing the JANI models as 13 of the
54 DFTs stopped without a result before our time limitation due to insufficient memory (cf. Table
6.1). For the “dc” construction without merged places, no errors yielding from insufficient memory
occurred. Though this may indicate a decrease in memory usage, all 70 timeouts occurred during
the initial state space building phase of the JANI analysis, indicating a significant blowup of the
state space which has to be generated initially.
While the JANI analysis without the extended priorities shows an increase in the number of
analyzed DFTs in contrast to the MC4CSLTA with the same GSPN configuration, making the
priorities unique shows less increase in performance compared to doing the same in MC4CSLTA.
Here, the performance increase can be seen most clearly with the “dc” construction without merged
places, where the number increased from 17 analyzed DFTs without the priority setting to 45 with
it, even exceeding the number without the “Don’t Care” construction.

(a) no “dc” vs. unmerged “dc”

(b) no “dc” vs. merged “dc”

Figure 6.2: Diagrams comparing the state space sizes after building and before the bisimulation
using JANI with extended priorities
State space size using JANI. To showcase the results of the JANI analysis, in Figure 6.2 we
present a comparison of the state space sizes after the building phase of the JANI analysis between
the original approach without “Don’t Care” and our “Don’t Care” constructions. The data was
obtained using the extended priority computation. We limit the scope to the 29 DFTs that we
were able to analyze with all “Don’t Care” settings. The size of the state space without “Don’t
Care” is depicted on the x-axis in log-scale, while the size for the respective “dc” approach is shown
on the y-axis in log-scale. The three different DFT types are represented by different shapes.
All DFTs we were able to analyze yield a significantly larger state space with the “dc” construction
without place merging compared to the conversion without our extensions (cf. Fig. 6.2a). On
average, on our examples the state space after building is about 8 times larger using the approach
with unmerged places, with a maximum blowup of 49 times on two hecs examples with the same
number of states. The size increase is a result of the additional GSPN elements of the “dc”
mechanism which are translated into the JANI model. A larger state space also reflects on the
state space generation times. The initial state space generation is on average 4 times slower using
the approach with “dc” compared to the conversion without “dc”.
With the place merging, the state spaces using the “Don’t Care” conversion are also larger than
without the mechanism (cf. Fig. 6.2b) due to the additions we make to the templates. However,
overall the blowup in the initial state space generation is significantly smaller compared to the
approach without place merging. On average, the state space after the initial generation is twice
as large compared to the conversion without “Don’t Care”. This causes the building of the state
space to be about 2 times slower using the “dc” conversion with merged places compared to the
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(a) no “dc” vs. unmerged “dc”

(b) no “dc” vs. merged “dc”

Figure 6.3: Diagrams comparing the state space sizes after bisimulation using JANI with extended
priorities

conversion without “Don’t Cares”.
In Figure 6.3 we depict the comparison of the state space size after bisimulation between the
approach without “Don’t Care” and the respective “dc” conversion for the same set of 29 DFTs.
After bisimulation, all DFTs result in a significantly smaller state space when using the “Don’t
Care” approach compared to the conversion without “dc” (cf. Fig. 6.3a). On one DFT, we observe
a resulting state space that is 36 times smaller with the “dc” mechanism and on average, we have a
decrease in state space size after bisimulation by 10 times compared to the approach without “dc”.
This state space reduction helps speeding up the model checking phase significantly. Furthermore,
for 22 of the 29 DFTs, the bisimulation is faster using the “Don’t Care” conversion.
For the “Don’t Care” approach with merged places (cf. Fig. 6.3b), the bisimulation does not
decrease the state space size as much as for the approach without merged places. While compared
to the conversion without “dc”, the resulting state spaces are smaller most of the time, the mcs
examples resulted in larger state spaces of the same size. Furthermore, the reductions we observe
are not as significant as for the approach without place merging. On average, we achieved a
1.4 times smaller state space compared to the conversion without “Don’t Care”. Moreover, the
bisimulation is often slower with the “dc” mechanism than without it.
The results using the JANI analysis tool of Storm do not support our hypothesis that the place
merging reduces state spaces sizes and as a result overall analysis times are longer compared to the
“Don’t Care” approach without the merging. As further analysis of this issue is outside the scope of
this thesis, we leave it as the subject of future research.

6.2.3 Performance Changes using “Don’t Care”
In the following, we only consider the 55 example DFTs where all approaches using MC4CSLTA
with our extended priority computation were successful. As mentioned in the previous section,
both types of “Don’t Care” construction made the analysis of more DFTs within our time limit
possible (cf. Figure 6.1), indicating a speedup in the analysis resulting from the more involved
construction. As MC4CSLTA was our main means of testing our construction during development,
we evaluate this data further.
State Space Size. First, we take a look at the size of the state spaces resulting from the
GSPNs. Figure 6.4a depicts a comparison of the number of states which were explored during the
analysis between the approach without “Don’t Care” (x-axis) and our “dc” mechanism without
merged places (y-axis). All data is given in log-scale. The three different DFT types mcs, hecs and
rc we used are depicted by different shapes.
In the range of up to 100,000 states, our approach generates a larger state space. In small
DFTs, “Don’t Cares” do not simplify the analysis as much as for larger ones as there are not many
parts of the DFT which become irrelevant. This reflects on the converted GSPNs. Here, the “dc”
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(a) explored states

(b) resulting states

Figure 6.4: Diagrams comparing the state space size of GSPNs without “dc” and with“dc”, but
without merged places

(a) explored states

(b) resulting states

Figure 6.5: Diagrams comparing the state space size of GSPNs without “dc” and with “dc” and
merged places

mechanism also adds additional elements which increase the number of possible markings and
therefore the number of states which have to be explored.
For larger DFTs, the GSPN conversion with “Don’t Care” mechanism results in a significantly
smaller explored state spaces. In our tests, we observe a reduction of up to 99% with an average
reduction by 64%. The highest reduction rates can be seen in larger DFTs, which points to a great
scalability of our method.
In Figure 6.4b we present the numbers of resulting states for the two approaches. Internally,
MC4CSLTA reduces the state space from the explored states to only the ones necessary for the
model checking process. We see that the “Don’t Care” mechanism also has a large influence on
this set of states. All DFTs yield smaller state spaces when the “dc” mechanism is present in the
converted GSPN. On average, in our tests we achieved a reduction of the resulting state space by
76%.
In Figure 6.5a we compare the explored state space for the GSPN without “dc” on the x-axis
with the state space explored for the GSPN with merged DontCare and Failed places on the y-axis.
Overall, the results are comparable to the ones we achieve with the “Don’t Care” mechanism
without merged places. However, as expected, for small DFTs the increase in the explored state
space is smaller as fewer additional GSPN elements are present. For example, the smallest rc
test case yielded an explored state space of 6018 states without “dc”, 10412 states with “dc” and
separate DontCare and Failed places and 9212 states with “dc” and place merging.
While for some DFTs, the “dc” method without merged places yields a smaller explored state
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space, on average the approach with merged places reduces the number of explored states by 67%
compared to the GSPN without the “dc” mechanism. On our test set, the highest reduction with
over 99% is the same as for the approach without merged places.
The results are similar for the resulting state space (Figure 6.5b). The approach with merged
places always yields significantly smaller state spaces on which MC4CSLTA performs model checking. Additionally, for all our test cases, the resulting state space is at most as large as the one for
the approach without merged places. For all of the tested mcs examples and some other DFTs, the
approach even yields a smaller state space. This is reflected in the average state space reduction
compared to the approach without “dc”. The average reduction rate is slightly higher than for
the method without merged places with 78%. At the maximum, both “Don’t Care” approaches
reduced the resulting state space by 96%.

(a) no “dc” vs. “dc” without merged places

(b) no “dc” vs. “dc” with merged places

(c) “dc” without merged places vs. “dc” with merged (d) Time difference in percent compared to analysis
places
without “Don’t Care”

Figure 6.6: Diagrams comparing the analysis times of different “dc” approaches using MC4CSLTA
and extended priority computation
Analysis Time. We compare the results for all three approaches (no “dc”, “dc” without
merging and “dc” with merging) in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6a depicts a comparison between the time
taken for the analysis without using any “Don’t Care” mechanism on the x-axis and the time for
the analysis with the mechanism without merged DontCare and Failed places for the same DFT on
the y-axis. Similar to the diagrams about the state spaces, the data is given in log-scale and we
represent the different DFT types in our test set by different shapes.
For most DFTs, the “dc” mechanism significantly speeds up the analysis. With our examples, we
observe the “dc” construction to be up to 9 times faster. However, 7 of our test cases are analyzed
slower using the “dc” construction. These examples all represent rather small DFTs with few
elements which we were already able to analyze within seconds — mostly even under one second —
using the normal GSPN conversion. As an example, the analysis of an rc DFT from our test suite
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consisting of 9 BEs, four SPAREs and one OR gate takes 432ms without “Don’t Cares” and 675ms
with our construction.
Further analysis of the data shows that for these small DFTs, the conversion time has a significant
impact on the overall analysis time, while for larger DFTs, the conversion time is negligible compared
to the time needed for the actual analysis of the GSPN. As the “dc” mechanism requires more
GSPN components which have to be generated, the conversion with the mechanism requires
more time. For the example rc DFT mentioned above, the conversion without “dc” takes 217ms
compared to 447ms with the “dc” mechanism. Furthermore, the relatively short analysis times
may lead to outside influences having a more noticeable impact on them.
For the larger DFTs, we observe a significant improvement in analysis time. We achieved the
speedup by 9 times on two of the large rc examples in our test set. Furthermore, on average, the
approach leads to 2 times faster analysis times on our test DFTs.
A similar effect can be seen when comparing the conversion without “dc” to the “dc” approach
with merged places. The corresponding data is presented in Figure 6.6b where the time without
“dc” is indicated on the x-axis and the time with the mechanism on the y-axis. In these tests, 4 of
the smallest DFTs in our test set yield a longer analysis time when using the “dc” implementation,
which in all cases is the result of a longer conversion time.
For DFTs consisting of more than about 10 BEs and 5 gates, the merging of Failed and DontCare
places yields an overall faster analysis time as the relative impact of the conversion time shrinks.
The analysis of the GSPN takes up the bulk of the analysis time and here, the “dc” approach was
up to 11 times faster.
In addition, the larger the DFT, the better our “dc” approach seems to work. For each of the
DFT types in our test set, the largest DFTs of that type show the highest speedups. As an example,
on average we observe 3 times faster analysis times on the rc examples. In contrast, for the largest
rc DFT in the test set, our “dc” approach leads to an analysis time 11 times shorter compared to
the original DFT-GSPN-conversion.
Figure 6.6c depicts the comparison of absolute analysis time of the “Don’t Care” conversions,
where the time using unmerged Failed and DontCare places is shown on the x-axis and the analysis
time for the merging approach is depicted on the y-axis. With the exception of 4 small DFTs where
the unmerged approach is faster by a few hundred milliseconds, the “Don’t Care” construction
with merged Failed and DontCare is faster. In particular, the mcs DFTs seem to profit the most.
All of the examples can be solved significantly faster using the approach with place merging.
In Figure 6.6d we visualize the changes in analysis time using the “Don’t Care” constructions
compared to the normal GSPN conversion. The times are given in percent relative to the analysis
time without any “dc” mechanism, i. e. for each DFT this time is set to be 100% (the baseline).
We constructed two box-plots out of the data.
For the approach with unmerged places, the data shows that the time changes are distributed
relatively widely. As mentioned above, for 7 DFTs, this approach yields values above the baseline.
On average, the analysis takes 67% of the time necessary for the normal analysis, with the median
sitting at 73%. However, for one fourth of the 55 test DFTs, the method yields a speedup of less
than 5% when compared to the normal DFT-GSPN conversion without “Don’t Cares”.
For the method with merged places, the value distribution is far more compact. For 75% of the
considered DFTs, we have a time that is less than 70% of the baseline. On average, the approach
speeds up the analysis by a factor of 2, with a median value of 42% of the baseline. However,
outliers are possible as one of the DFTs yields a time that is 150% of the analysis time without a
“dc” mechanism. This outlier is a very small DFT where many other factors influence the analysis
as mentioned earlier.
Comparing the two “Don’t Care” approaches, we see that the method with merged DontCare
and Failed places yields overall faster analysis times. This coincides with the state space sizes of
the respective approaches. As fewer states have to be explored, the state space generation is faster
when the places are merged. Furthermore, as some DFTs even yield a smaller state space on which
the model checking is performed, even more time is saved.
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In conclusion, when using MC4CSLTA, our data supports our hypothesis that the “Don’t Care”
mechanism implemented in the converted GSPNs simplifies the analysis. Fewer states have to be
considered and analysis times are reduced. Furthermore, the additional speedup we expected from
the merging of places in the GSPN can also be observed. Overall, the “Don’t Care” mechanism is a
useful addition to the DFT-GSPN-conversion. While the overhead for small DFTs may slow down
the analysis, DFTs in practical applications are often larger than many of the DFTs we tested.
Our data suggests that for these DFTs, our approach may lead to a significant decrease in analysis
time.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
Due to their widespread use, the analysis of dynamic fault trees is a significant topic in today’s
reliability engineering. Besides direct state space generation, the conversion of a DFT to an
equivalent GSPN is a feasible method to generate the state space necessary for the application of
model checking. Pre-existing conversion methods do not include optimizations with regards to
the analysis of the resulting GSPNs that take the DFT structure into account. In this thesis, we
presented a mechanism that adapts the idea of “Don’t Cares” in DFTs to converted GSPNs. The
DFT elements are converted separately according to type-specific templates. These conversion
templates include parts that propagate the “Don’t Care” state if the element has been completely
evaluated. The individual converted elements are combined to form the GSPN representing the
DFT.
Our conversion is compositional and can be easily extended to include additional gate types.
Moreover, we present an additional optimization in the form of place merging.
We achieve significant reductions of up to 96% in the size of the resulting state space of the
converted GSPNs on a set of example DFTs. Subsequently, overall analysis times using our approach are distinctly shorter compared to the previous DFT-GSPN-conversion. In our experiments,
we observed an average speedup of 50%. In addition, experiments indicate that our approach is
especially useful for larger DFTs.
Future work includes a further, in-depth look at our approach with regards to its application
in the JANI analysis of Storm as our approach does not consistently show the intended effect.
Furthermore, additional optimizations of the analysis in the form of reductions on the GSPN level
can be considered.
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